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PRACTICAL VALUE OF
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NeW York, Oct. 9. "It pays to ad- to regret leaving his happy home to
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There is at the little town come to Rye, is not known. That is
vertise!of Rye a rather suggestive name a question which concerns only the
Here is her own statement.
for a town, but "Honi Soit Qui Mai widow's heart, and the ways of a
it a duty I orro
Cary, Maine." I
y Pense" a lonesome widow, "nei- widow's heart, like those of provi- to all suffering women to tell what
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de richesse which compelled the latest addition to the X varieties an operation is necessary, but at once
her to seek the assistance of the ed- of methods to win a mate. L. A. take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
itor of the Rye Courier for promptly Vilas, polo player, motor car racer Compound.
man who
If you have the slightest doubt
classifying and judging the answers. and amateur aviator, is the
For several days the lonesome widow set the example by falling in love that Lydia 13. Pinkham's Vepreta-CompouTrill kelp yas, write
and her editorial assistant analyzed, while up in ihe air, several thousand to
MedicineCo.
E.Pinkham
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makrest
of
above
the
humanity,
dissected and otherwise probed the feet,
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marriage offers and both were nearly ing love to' the girl who was with
and answered by a woman,
exhausted by the time they succeed- and winning her consent to become read
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and
were
nar-nowhile
all
wife
his
to
sailing
they
ed, by a process of elimination,
down to a choice of six of the through the ether at a clip of 30
miles an hour. The engagement has altogether unsuspected way of entermost likely offers.
widow went just been announced.
ing the system, for not even the
Then the lonesome
slightest lesion or abrasion could be
into retirement and, in the seclusion
Mrs. Elizabeth Edgeton, 26 years found on her body. The case is atof her home submitted the six offers
to a more careful scrutiny. Her final of age, died at the Lebanon hospital tracting considerable attention among
choice fell upon a wealthy widower the other day of tetanus, or lockjaw, physicians and bacteriologists.
living in the outskirts of Chicago and under circumstances which greatly
and
Suffragists
she entered into further correspon- puzzle the doctors. According to the
dence with him which led to a defin- i;enerally accepted theory tetanus is have decided to go on the war path
ite engagement. Whether the lone- caused by a pathogenic germ which and in both camps the most extensome, widow selected that particular enters the human body through some sive preparations are being made for
man because she .fudged him to be lesion of the skin and cannot enter the campaign which is to be carried
a particularly
fool," or in any other way. But in the case of on with unprecedented vigor up to
because she thought, that a man liv- Mrs. Edgeton, it seems, the tetanus the day of election. The sufragettes,
ing near Chicago would be less likely germ's must have found some other, true to their instincts, will choose
the most sensational methods In their
campaign; anything that will advertise their cause, while the antis propose to stick to more quiet and businesslike methods.
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The Rugged
Food Value
of

Countless tales of domestic and
marital woe are poured into the patient earsof the divorce judges In this
city day after day, but most of tnese
tales are so commonplace and hackneyed that they do not arouse the interest and the sympathy which they
deserve. Once in a while, however,
the story told by the complainant
contains some especially harrowing
details which make the case interesting. A woman, the wife of a lawyer,
filed a suit for separation and alimony the other day, in which she
charges her husband with extreme
cruelty. One of the most cruel acts
which the complaintant alleges her
husband was in the habit of committing was to rest his feet on the dining room table. How hertless and
how fiendishly cruel that man must
be!
The complainant also stated in
her petition that she had wept so
much over her marital infelicity and
the cruelty of her husband, that the
glands producing the tears, compelled
to work overtime, acquired the habit
of secreting moisture in large quantities so that she was forced to submit to an operation for the removal
of the tear ducts. The operation put
an end to her. weeping, but not to
her infecility and for that reason sh
wishes to be separated from her cruel
heusband and to separate him from
$750 for counsel fees and $100 a
month

alimony.

In West Orange, N. J., they had a
An
employe of the Edison company,' on
reaching his home the other evening,
found his wife in hysterics and with
difficulty learned from her that mys
terious noises were to be heard In
the bed room on the upper floor. Her

rather laughable burglar scare.

Grape-Nut- s
shows everywhere in thousands of sturdy youngsters
who eat this famous food each day.
builds
The sound nourishment of Grape-Nut- s
both brain and, body, creating a natural resistance to
ills and a sure foundation for the health of years to
come.

have a delicate sweet taste which
to
appeals
parents and children alike a most appetizing, nourishing, and easily digestible dish the year
round.
Grape-Nut- s

"There's

R.eEvsor" for Grape Nuts

Read the little book, "The Road to Wellville,1
packages.

found in
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ESCAPES IT IS DARK

By Timely Use of Lydia E.

"good-nature-

husband, armed with a
shotgun, went up stairs, while his
wife summoned
The
the police.
noises in the room up stairs continued while the master of the household
stood guard in front of the closed
door, when the police arrived, they
dashed into the dark room and in the
excitement one of the men discharged his pistol.
Something fell and
when the electric light was switched
on it was found that the shot had accidentally killed a wild duck which
had flown into the room during a
storm and had imprisoned Itself by
knocking over the prop which held
up the window.
double-barrele-

OCTOBER

d

9, 1913.

special card bearing his signed

Eofbsi's Friend

GRAVES

Li Every
Comfort and Safety Assured Before
the Arrival of the Stork.
,

BEST

LAXATIVE-FO-

BOWELS-'XAoCARE-

BY KOREM

R

TS"

SAY SO

ZEALOIS

PRUSSIAN OFFICERS HAVE THE
SAME POWER AS BASEBALL
UMPIRES

WHEN CONSTIPATED, HEADACHY,
BREATH
BILIOUS,
BAD,
STOMACH SOUR

A decided check in the growth of
Germany's population, most alarming

to the military apostles of the empire,
statistics for 1911
which have just been published.
The surplus of births over deaths
fell from 879,000 in 1910 to 740,000 in
the rate of
1911, a shrinkage in
growth of 139,000, or over 15 per cent.
in the
This marked retardation
growth of the nation was due both
to a reduction in the number of
births and an increase in the death
rate. Despite an increase in marriages from 496,396 to 512,819 the total
number of births for the empire
dropped from 1,982,836 in 1910 to
in 1911, while on the other
hand the number of deaths rose from
1,103,723 to 1,187,094, an increase of
more than 83,000. This increase in
mortality is attributed chiefly to the
extraordinary heat and drought which
prevailed during the summer of 1911
with particular severity.
Almost a tfiird of the deaths,
during the year were of children
under one year old, some 48,000 babies more than In 1910 succumbing
to the heat. The death rate for children in their first year rose from
16.2 in 1910 to 19.2 M 1911.
The general death rate too, after a steady decline for a number of years, rose to
18.2 per 1,000 as compared with 17.1
is shown by the

359,-52-

Isabello d'Armond
in vaudeville.

is going to re-

THINK PROSPERITY
ON

HAPPY

DE-

BURIAL OF

box.

RELATIVES

have Headache, Biliousness,
Tongue, Indigestion, Sour
Stomach or Constipated Bowels. Cascarets belong in every household.
Children just love to take them. Adv.

the happiness of the departed person,
depends upon the selection of the bu
rial ground of the dead. Therefore
when Koreans are told by soothsayers
that a certain spot is good for the
burial place they do not hesitate to
take possession of the indicated
ground.
Blackmail concerning tombs also
Is frequent. The criminals first open
to some
up the tombs belonging
wealthy family, then , remove the
head of the' corpse and hold it for
ransom. In former times the blackmailer succeeded, as Koreans believe
that the desecration of tombs brings
woo to those who allowed them to
remain in a ruined condition. Recently these crimes have decreased,.
owing to the activity of the police.

a
what Is home without
Are you keeping your bowels, liver,
should add "Mother's Friend."
In thousands of American homes there and stomach clean, pure and fresh
Seoul, Korea, Oct. 9. A curios sois a bottle of this splendid end famous remcial
fact about Korea, is that the
edy that has aided many a woman through with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
most
numerous crimes committed by
the trying ordeal, saved her from suffering passageway
few
with
every
days
and pain, kept her In health of mind and
Koreans are connected in some way
or
Oil
Cathartic
Castor
Pills,
Salts,
body In advance of baby's coming and had
with tombs and burials. This is the
a most wonderful Influence In developing a Purgative Waters?
conclusion of M. Kokubu, chief public
healthy, lovely disposition In the child.
wash-day- .
L?t
bowel
a
Stop
having
There Is no other remedy so truly a help
to nature as Mother's Friend. It relieves Cascarets thoroughly cleanse and reg- procurator of the supreme court here.
the pain and discomfort caused by the ulate the stomach, remove the s.jui A common occurrence is for Koreans
strain on the Ilpaments, makes pliant those and
fermenting food and foul gase, to bury their dead in ground belonging;
fibres and muscles which nature is expanding and soothes the Inflammation of breast take the excess bile from the liver to other people without first obtaln-th- e
glands.
consent of the owner. This 13
and carry out of the system all the
Mother's Friend Is an external remedy,
sometimes
waste
accomplished in secret,
and
matter
poisons
acts quickly and not only banishes all dis- constipated
tress In advance, but assures a speedy and in the bowels.
sometimes by force, and it is almost
Thus
complete recovery for the mother.
A Cascaret tonignt will make you invariably done under the .cover of
she becomes a healthy woman with all her
Strength preserved to thoroughly en.1oy the feel great by morning. They work darkness.
rearlnsc of her child. Mother's Friend can while
The underlying reason for these ofyou sleep never gripe, sicken
be hnd at any drug store at $1.00 a bottle,
and Is really one of the greatest blessings or cause any inconvenience, and eist fenses is the Korean superstition that
ever discovered
for expectant mothers.
10 cents a box from your drug- the prosperity or unhappiness of the
Write to - Brarifleld Krffiilator Co.. 128 only
Lamar' Bldg., Atlanta. Oa., for their free gist. Millions of men and women surviving members of the family in
book. Write
It la most Instructive. take a Cascaret now and then and which death has occurred, as well as
Get

The old saying

Berlin, Oct. 9. It is dark in. Prussia
whenever the police say it is dark.
The mere fact that it may happen
still to be daylight in defiance of police orders is of no importance.
This is the decree of the Prussian
supreme court in an appeal taken by
a truck owner accused of driving after dark without a lantern on his wagon. The law prescribes that a lantern
be carried by su-- h
vehicles after
dark, and the police have decided that
it is dark 30 minutes after the sun
sets. The defendant admitted that
he had driven after the prescribed
time without a lantern, but contended
that it was still light. The lower
courts permitted him to prove this
contention and . acquitted him. The
police, the lower courts held, have
no power to set a certain time when
it shall be considered dark. The actual conditions must govern in each
case. The supreme court has reversed this decision upon appeal by the
prosecutor and imposed a fine on th,e
offender.
An analogous ruling has been made
in an action for damages, Drought by
a tenant of an apartment house who
had fallen in a dark hallway and Injured himself. The landlord pleaded
that the hour had not yet arrived
when by police regulation, hallways
must be lighted. The plaintiff offered proof that it was quite dark when
The proof
the accident happened.
was excluded as irrelevant. The police, said the court, had decided that
it was dark at a specified hour, and
that settled it.

THEY
PENDS

a mother

never
A novel, interpretation of how the
Monroe doctrine should be applied
after the completion of the Panama
canal has just been voiced by a German diplomat of authority and high
position. In substance it is to give
the United States full control as far

Coated

FORBES CONSECRATED
Joliette, Que., Oct. 9. In the pres
south as the isthmian waterway, but ence of a large gathering of prelates
to let the countries of Europe, includ- and priests of Quebec and of the laity
have a free field from of this city and vicinity the Rev.

ing Germany,
Panama to Tierra del Fuego.
The high standing of this diplomat
may reasonably be expected to influence the standpoint of Germany
in any future controversy involving
the famous doctrine of American foreign relations; consequently his views
arenot without a certain interest. He
would cut the American continent in
two at the Panama canal and allow
to the United States full and free
hand as far south as that waterway,
but exclude from he sphere of any
Washington supervision or control
the relations of Germany and the
other European powers, with the
state of South America. He believes
Germany should refrainjrom any Interference whatsoever in Mexico, and
that the same rule should apply to all
the Central American states. This
would Involve a virtual extension of
the southern boundary of the United
States to the canal, so far as the relations of these states to the European powers is concerned. This, it
will be seen, is the Monroe doctrine
for Central America in an even stronger form than is at present enforced.
But the European states must and
should, this diplomat beliefs, be al
lowed to settle their controversies
with the countries south of this line
in their own way and without reference to Washington. The role of the
United States as guardian and protector of the whole continent is, he
believes, a thing of the past; the
South American states have reached
years of discretion; they are out of
the legitimate sphere of control of the
American department of state; the
countries of Europe are entitled to
insist on a free hand in their relations with them.

BISHOP

Father Forbes was today consecrated
bishop of Joliette. The coneecrat'on
took place in the cathedral and was
accompanied by all of the ceremony
prescribed for the occasion by the ritual of the Catholic church.
Bruchesl of Montreal was the
consecrating prelate.
Arch-biso-

p

Marvelous Escape
boy had a marvelous es
cape," writes P. F. Bastiams of Prince
Albert, Cape of Good Hope. "It occurred in the middle of the night. He
pot a very severe attack of croup
As luck would have It, I had a large
bottle of Chamberlain's Cough RemAfter following
edy in the house.
the directions for an hour and twenty
minutes he was through all danger."
Sold by all dealers. Adv.

little

IN SESSION

AT NUREMBURG

Nuremburg, Germany, Oct. 9. Near
ly all of the leading countries of
sent dele
Europe and America-tiav- e
gates to the international convention
of legal aid societies, which met in
Nuremburg today for a three days'
session. The national alliance of
legal aid societies of the United States
is represented by Its president, Ar
thur von Briesen of New Tork. '
to Backache and Rheumatism
wants
The man or woman who
nuick help from backache and rheumatism, will find it in Foley-- Kidney
Pills. They act so quickly and with
such good effect that weak, inactive
kidneys that do not keep the blood
clean and free of impurities, are tonto healthy
ed up and strengthened
vigorous action. Good results follow
their use promptly. O. G. Schaefer
end Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Quick

Help

BISHOP TALBOT'S BIRTHDAY
South Bethlehem, Pa., Oct. 9. The
in 1910.
Right Rev. Ethelbert Talbot, bishop
of Bethlehsm,
Summing up the statistics in anArchibald, the American rider who of the Episcopal diocese
other form the net surplus of births is at the head of the winning
celebrated his sixty-fiftbirthday an
jockeys
Talbot is a
over deaths per thousand of popula- in
Bishop
today.
niversary
this
has
renewed
year,
Germany
tion was only 11.3 in 1911, as against his contract with Baron S. A. von
native of Missouri and was ordained
13.6 in 1910 and 14.9 for 1906. These
to the church In 1873. Prior to becom-in- g
thereby rejecting handsome
statistics bring out also the fact that overtures to engage him for the
bishop of central Pennsylvania fif
almost 30 per cent of the illegitimate French turf.
teen, years ago he had served for somo
children died before reaching their
to Archibald's tal- years as missionary bishop of WyoThanks
h

.

largely
ents, the Oppenheim stable this year ming and Idaho.
heads not only the other German stables but those of the world In winEAR DEATH
nings, having up to September 14
taken prizes amounting to $196,640.
BT SMOTHERING This is the highest figure reacned by
a private stable In Germany and is
only some $0,000 behind the record
Bat Husband, With Aid of Cardui, scored last year by, the government
stud at Graditz.
Effects Her Deliverance.
According to local sporting authorities the high winners of the year in
other countries of Europe have been
Ends, Foot-Jo- y
Begins, ia
Draper, N C Mrs. Helen Dalton, ol Baron E. de Rothschild, in France,
this place, says: "I suffered for years,
Foot-Bat- h
TIZ.
of
Your
First
with pains in my left side, and would with $140,000; J. B. Joel, in England,
with
B.
von
and
Mautner
$110,000,
often almost smother to death.
TIZ cures sore feet, tendor fuet
Medicines patched me up for awhile Markhof, in Austria, with $120,000.
up with pain. Hot, tired, chafed and
but then I would get worse again. Finalsmelly feet, are
soothed and made
ly, my husband decided he wanted me to
Corns, buntry Cardui, the woman's tonic, so he
Encouraged by the remarkable suc- well.
ions, calluses and
bought me a bottle and 1 began using it. cess of the postal system of open chilblains
are
It did me more good than all the medicheck accounts the German postoffice relieved at once
cines 1 had taken.
a plnddeniw?
VTA v
are about to carry gov by
I have induced many of my friends to authorities
TIZ foot bath.
j
TIZ
is on sale
one
all
and
sa
have
ernment
further
they
fry Cardui,
step
banking
they
hy
at
everywhere,
Deen benefited by its use. There never selling postal letters of credit design
drapr and departnas been, and never will be, a medicine
stores, price
1 believe
lo compare with Cardui.
it is ed to appeal specially to regular and ment
a box. Don't
occasional travelrs whose financial 26e
J good medicine for all womanly troulet dealers fool
bles."
requirements are not great enough you with
f.
that isnt
For over 50 years, Cardui has been
to call for a banker's letter of credit. TIZ.
A
Be sure
woman's sufferings and building
B
Two gre,at advantages for these that "Walter
weak women up to health and strength.
'
Iiiither Ikxlpe it
If you are a woman, give it a fair trial, occasional travelers whose financial Co.,
Is printed I;
Jib
t should surely help you, as it has a ters will be issued for smaller sums on the box. If
j
your dealer wont f, i
nillion others.
than banks are willing to bother with simply
wo
you,
Get a bottle of Cardui y,
in this line, and that money can be will, by mail on
of price.
receipt
WHtt it: Chattanooga Medicine Co., Ladies'
drawn on them at all the larger
Walter
t her
.!
Ghatianooea, Term... I'jt Stectal
Advisory Der
T
o
e
A
(r
d
For
Co,,
of
identification
purposes
book, "Homa
fnttruftions on your case and
iS'3 No. Wabash
Treatment tor Woma." in plain wrapper. N.C. 126
vthe holder will be supplied with a Ave.. Chicago.
first birthday.

and Guro s

Sire Fest

Foot-Tortu-

re

lr

Mr. Kokubu has recorded another
favorite Korean custom, namely, the
carrying off by force of widows bybachelors who are unable to marry
in the regular way on account of
their poverty.
Influenced by Confucianism, Korean
women in general helieve that they
are morally bound not to marry a
second time. On the other h rid,
many men cannot marry on
of the great expense attached to the
ceremony. These two conditionn havn
combined to hring about abdueiions.
which are very often, nothing more
than elopements.
a
Immediately
woman loses her husband some Don
Juan In needy circumstances is certain to undertake her rescue from
widowhood.
Accompanied by friends
he goes to the woman's house at mild-nigand hears her away. Afterward the marirage is announced; at
a banquet and nobody blames the abductor or the abducted, who are supposed to he happy forever afterward.

The investigation of crime and
criminals in Korea by Procurator
and the tradition of the widow's
abduction, led him to study marriaga
customs in general. These he finds
have not been changed by the annexation of the peninsula to Japan.
All classes of Koreans marry very
early. Not infrequently one meets In
Korea boys and girls of 14 or 15 alThese
ready married.
marriages are arranged by their par
ents, the young people having no
voice in the matter.
The decision
rests with an astrologer, to whom the
parents of a prospective couple go for
advice. If the astrologer
decides
against the pact the matter is drop
ped. If his advice be favorable, pres
ents are exchanged between the two
families and the coming wedding Is
announced to the actual parties to
the alliance. They are, however, still
not allowed to see each other.
In Korea, girls are kept confined
in an "inner chamber" and are not
allowed to go out. They are entirely
cut off from society and consequently
are melancholy and unsociable. The
wedding announcement is accepted by
the prospective bride as
news, for she has to leave her
own family and Join strange people. '
On the wedding day she gays goodbye to her parents and goes to the
bridegroom's house, carried in a Korean chair covered
with a tiger's
skin. This the Koreans believe keeps
away the evil splirt. The bride is
only allowed to see her husband for
the first time when the wedding ceremony is over, for during the cere
mony her head is enveloped in a thick
Wo-kub-

rl

heart-breakin-

g

veil.

Bome-thli-

1

a

'

A

"My

post-office- s.

main

STOLEN

v

The changeable weather- of c
fall brings on coughs and colds that
have a weakening effect on. tin
tem, and may become chronic.
Foley's Honey and Tar Comv-- ,
It has a very soothing and ira
feet oa the irritated and
passages, and will help very emi
It is a well known family jrifO
that gives results, o. G. Reh.wfr
Red Cross Dmg Co.Atfv.
1
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MANDAMUS
CASE

THE CONTROVERSY OVER INVESTMENT OF SCHOOL FUND
GETS INTO COURT

Santa Fe, Oct.

9.

The alternative

has filed an amendment with the
state corporation commission Increasing its; capital stock from $25,000,000
to 135,000,000, and enclosed a check
for $000, the filing ree ' being 10
cents a thousand of capital stock.
s
The Federal Game Law
The state game warden has received from the department of agriculture
preliminary Instructions regarding the
enforcing of the new federal game
law with a letter stating that more
explicit regulations will be sent soon.
Briefly the new system contemplates
the division of the United States Into
13 district each in charge of an in- spector who will have 200 deputy fed
eral game wardens under him.
Violates Parole
Last week Governor McDonald paroled from the state Kform school
Ira Brown, colored, sentenced from
Luna? county.' Monday Brown went
to work In this city. Monday evening he quit very tired and upon mature deliberations decided not to work
any more, sq he did not show up
Tuesday at all. Today he is in the
state penitentiary on a charge of having violated his parole, and he will be
transferred from the custody of the
reform school to the penitentiary In
order that he may get In the habit of
hard work before he 19 again turned
loose on society. He has a little over
a year to serve.
United States Jury Discharged
In discharging the United States
grand Jury this afternoon Judge William H. Pope thanked the jurors, declaring: "I do not recall any previous
grand 'Jui'y I have been associated
with which has accomplished more
work in- the same length of time. I
thank you, one and all, for the inter
est you have shown In public bust
ness."
The judge added that he would take
up, with the proper authorities, the
recommendation made by the grand
jury that a special deputy marshal be
located at Gallup

PROSPECTS
GOOD

ARE HARD

j

O. N.

GAME

CITY BASKETBALL TEAM HEARS
FROM SEVERAL NEIGHBOR-- '
ING CITIES

(Continued From Page One.)

pro-Tide-

:

-

'

THIRD GAME

New York Herzog
to
Baker. Doyle went out to Mclnnis unassisted. Fletcher
fouled
out to
Schang, trying to bunt. No runs, no
hits, no errors.
, ,
Ninth Inning
Philadelphia Murphy went out on
a fly to Murray. Oldring went out
on a foul to Herzog. Collins was out
on a fly to Shafer. No runs, no hits,
no errors.
New York Burns was put out on
a fjly tq Murphy.
Shafer walked.
Shafer was. forced at second when
Barry took Murray's roller and tossed
it to Collins. Wilson fouled to Baker.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
The official box score:
AB. H. H. PO. A. E.
Philadelphia
1

2

2

5

3

2

0

0
0

5

2

3

5

4

Baker, 3b. ,.
Mclnnis, lb. ..'
Strunk, cf
Barry, ss.

4

12

3

0

0

10

4

9

4

0

0

1

0
2

4

0

1

2

3

Schang, c
Bush, p

4

1

1

5

2

4

0

1

0

1

Totals

39

New York
Herzog, 3b
Doyle, 2b.

Fletcher, ss
Burns, If
Shafer, cf
Murray, rf
McLean,

c.

.

AB. R. H. PO. A.
0 0 1
0
4 0 1 5 1
...2 0 1 2 2
0
3
4 0 0
3 1 1 2 0

..4

.

3

1

.........2

0

0

xCooper
Wilson, c.
Merkle,

1b.

xxWiltse, lb
Tesreau, p
Crandall, p

'

0

1

4

0

2

0

0

3

0

0

0
0
2

t
0

0

0

2

2

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0
0

0

"...29 2 5 27 6 1
Totals .'
xRan for McLean In fifth.
xxRan for Merkle In Reventh.
Score by innings:
...320 000 210- -8
Philadelphia
000 010

;

.

Home-Keepln-

g

home-keepin-

g
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TAUPERT
MAKER OF
JEWELRY
UNCOMMON

Mail Orders Solicited

.000
.000

1
1

o

one-side- d

Hen-rique-

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct. 9. Predictions of

Market
Sheep,
receipts 12,000.
steady to 10 cents lower. Lambs $6.50
eral world shipments and that the
7.25; yearlings $o5.75; wethers
government report would be bearish $4.254.90; ewes $3.604.40.
tended today to ease the wheat market. The opening was
to
lower.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
After a little rally, prices again sagNew York, Oct. 9 Efforts to deged below yesterday's close.
press the stock market furthor were
The close was steady, unchanged successfully resisted during most of
to a shade lower.
the morning trading, and .indications
Unsettled weather helped give corn that the short interest had been
an upturn but not until somewhat
on the week's decline, gave
aggressive selling had caused a good the bulls more confidence. A quick
deal of hesitation.
Opening figures turn came shortly before noon, howto lower to a like ever, and in a few minutes the laborioranged from
advance. The ensuing bulge carried us1 i.'ifort of the bulls were undone.
the market Vn ent above.
An outbreak of foreign liquidation in
The close was steady, ,y2
to
certain prices, which depressed it
cent net higher.
three points, upset the market, which
Oats simply reflected the action of returned to about
low
yesterday's
corn. Trade was slow.
Southern Pacific and Rock
prices".'
In provisions the fact that offerings Island preferred established new low
were scanty brought about a harden- records for the year. Union Pacific
ing of sales. First sales varied from went down to 152, the bottom figure
2
decline to 7
cent gain, with a since the long decline set in, and
subsequnt further rise.
Reading and Amalgamated were also
extremely weak. Bonds were easy.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
The course of prices underwent a
Kansas City, Oct. 9. Hogs, re- rapid change after midday when the
ceipts 6,000. Market steady to 5 cents whole list rose iipidly on hurried
lower. Bulls $7.S08.25; heavy $7.90 short covering. The rise was hasten,
fflSA")-ed by the announcement that the
packers and butchers $7.90
Union Pacific board would make an
8.30; lights $7.758.20; pigs $6
7.25.
official statement concerning recent
Cattle, receipts 4,000. Market stea- reports of an extra distribution of
dy. Prime fed steers $99.50; dress- the stock.
When the announcement
ed beef steers
$S8. 90; western was made showing that the board
steers '$6.608.85; southern steers had decided to take na action at
$5.507; cows $4.357.25; heifers present regarding distribution of the
S59.20; stockers and feeders $5.75 proceeds of the Southern Pacific sale
the advance was halted. Union Paci(58.25; bulls $4.506.75; calves $6
10.
fic, which had rallied 2 points, retained virtually all of Its gain.
Subscribe for The Optlo.
The market closed easy.
lib-

d
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Danziger Team
1st 2nd 3rd

To'l

628
C.

Dr. Smith

Amundson
Dr. Des Marais
'
C. S. Losey
C. Danziger
B.

Bowled

702

72
134

93
128

61
122

85
124

146

126

118
137
141

88

226
384
289
407
355

541

617

503

1661

86

for Duncan.'

Paraguay has valuable forest rethe most important of which
sources,
1.102
is quebracho, particularly ricb. in tan- -

Summary:
Two base hit: Shafer.
Three base hit: Collins.
Home ran: Schang.
Hits: Off Tesreau, 11 in six and
d
innings; off Crandall, one in
s
two and
innings.
Stolen bases: Collins, Baker,
Fletcher, Murray, Cooper.
Double Plays:
Collins to Barry:
Bush to Barry to Mclnnis; Doyle unassisted; Schang to Collins.
Left on bases: Philadelphia, 4;
one-thir-

two-third-

Old-rin-

New York, 5.
First base on balls: Off Bush, 4.
First base on errors: Philadelphia,
1.

Hit by pitcher: by Bush, (Fletcher).
Struck out: by Bush, 3; by Tesreau,
3; by Crandall, 1.
Time: 2: tl.
Umpires: At plate, Rigler; on bases, Connolly; left field, Klem; right
field, Egan.

DIFFERENTIAL

CLAUSE

JAY BE LUyiNATE

e.

n.

...0

0

0

0
0

'

.152

0

0

TOP-HEAV-

p

0

0

New York

C. H. "Baily
C. Danziger

PAtENT

Will Not RAiin Your Cuffs

ELKS' BOWLING

Standing of the Teams
Won Lost Pet.
1
C. W. G. Ward
1.000
0
1
H. Raynolds
1.000
0

13 100

2

OUR OWN

Last night at the Elks' club the
Raynolds bowling team defeated the
C. Danziger team by 354 pins in a
game The high score for
z
three strings was credited to M.
with 400 pins while Dr. H. M.
Smith carried the honors for the low
man with 226 pins. Tonight at the
0 club the third game of the series will
The Nqlette and J. Dan0 be played.
The line-u0 ziger teams will meet.
of the teams is as follows: J. DanD. Conway,
0 ziger team: J. Danziger,
I. Bacharaeh and Sig
0 C. O'Malley,
Nolette team: F. Nolette, L.
0 Nahm.
1 Witten, E. E. Johnson, Charles Green-- '
0 clay and D. Stern.
The official score of last night's
1 game Is as fpllows:
Raynolds Team
1st 2nd 3rd To'l
E.
H.
136 103
451
Raynolds
0
M. Henriquez
139 167 154
460
0
S. Rosenthal
87 120 125
332
1
104 136 102
342
9 G. Fleming
S. Bacharaeh
146, 143 141 430
0

5

8 12 27 11

IN

S

OUR OWN MAKE

LEAGUE RESULTS IN
SCORE

d

E. Murphy, rf.
Oldring, If.
Collins, 2b

-
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Manager William Springer of the
city basketball team has received a
attornumber of communications from bas
state
of
and
the
secretary
ney, general,
ketball managers all over the state in
the governor, directing him to invest
Prosregard to scheduling games.
the moneys of tho permanent school
pects are good for a successful seafund in the state highway bonds, was
son. Albuquerque nnd Santa Fe loth
argued In the supreme ;ourt yesterwill have gool 'earns and plau to
day.
put out the strongest aggregation
There is something over $120,000 In
in the state. The local team probthe permanent school fund of the state
ably will be matched for three games
and It is now deposited in four banks
as there will be a
in Albuquerque,
In the state and is drawing approxias well as the
there
organization
city
mately 5 per cent interest. The state
team and the New
Business
College
highway bonds pay but 4 per cent,
Mexico University squad. Among tha
and from preliminary mas offered, it
prospective teams are Raton, Trini
eeenis impossible to sell them at par,
dad and Wagon Mound.
as the law requires, unless they 'are
The official season for basketball
fund.
Invested in the srhool
not open until Thanksgiving
does
Attorney General Clancy, representthe local team likely will
hut
Day,
ing himself, the secretary of state
several
games before that time,
play
and the governor, contended that the
schools will have
as
the
Las
Vegas
constitution specifically placed the apthis
teams
football
no
year. Manager
.perthe
of
the
Investment
proval of
Springer of the local five plans to
manent school fund In the hands of
schedule the first game for the earlv
the three state officials mentioned in
part of next month.
this paragraph, and that the office of
In addition to the teams that will
minthe state treasurer was a purely
be formed at the local schools, Comisterial office. He also argued that
pany H of the New Mexico National
Joint resolution No 4 was unconstiGuard will have a team which prom-sis- e
tutional In two respects, first that It
to be fast. This organization will
provided for a board to supervise the
when
the
funds
Investment of these
start practice next week.
constitution had already provided for
The city team will start active
their investment, ana second that It
practice beginning next month and
until then will take general work in
provided for the depositing of money
d
in banks, when the constitution
of the "T" in all games with the
that it should be Invested in sewill play with the senior class
curities, naming bonds of the state,
o fthe "Y" in all games with the excounty, etc., as securities in which It THICK, GLOSSY HAIR
ception of those played with teams
might be invested.
from outside Las Vegas. It will be
Francis R. Wood, representing State
FREE FRO?.! DANDRUFF a city aggregation only in this reTreasurer .Marron, went back of the
spect. A number of new recruits have
constitution in his argument and
to the already large
been added
found where d'lties other Jhan minis-leriYOUR HAIR! number of men and a most successGIRLS! , BEAUTIFY
were assigned to the state treasMAKE IT vSOFT, FLUFFY
ful team should be picked to repreurer, in connection with the InvestAND LUXURIANT
sent the city in the games played with
ing of the funds of the state's permaAlbuquerque, Santa Fe and other
nent Bchool fund or the funds derived
Try as you will, after an applica- places that are willing to meet the
from any other of the grants made by tion of Danderlne, you cannot find a local aggregation- the United States to New Mexico up-- single trace of dandruff or falling
the advent of statehood. He also hair and your scalp will not itch, hut
read a proviso of (he enabling act for- what will please you most, will be
bidding the transfer of funds from one after a few weeks' use, when you see LOCAL CAPITAL HAY
of the laud grants from, the United new
hair, fine and downy at firs!:
States to another, and argued from yes but really new hair growing all
BUILD THE PROJECT
this that this section was being vio over the scalp.
lated by investing the permanent
A ''.little
immediately
school fund in the roacr bonds. It In doubles 'he beauty of your hair. No
LAS VEGANS SUGGEST MEANS OF
vOfect being a transfer.
difference ljpw dull, faded, brittle and
COMPLETING IRRIGATION
The arguments of the case took two scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
RESERVOIR
full hours, after which the court took Danderiue and carefully draw it
matter
the
under advisement.
through your hair, taking one small
The board of trustees of the Las
strand at a time. The. effect is imNew Mexico- Life Zones
land grant, having heard nothVegas
Students of New Mexico 'a her va- mediate and amazing your hair will
from the Salt Lake City
further
ing
Bulleto
an
have
well
and
do
be
rious aspects will
light, fluffy and wavy,
get
tin No. 35 of the North American appearance of abundance; an incom- capitalists, has come to the concluauna series of the department of ag- parable lustre,' softness and luxuri- sion that they have decided to relin
a contract for
riculture, entitled Life Zones and Crop ance the beauty and shimmer of tree quish their option upon
of
the
pro
the
irrigation
completion
Mexico.
Zones of New
This little hair health.
The option,
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton'd ject upon the grant.
'book has just been Issued. It may be
obtained for a limited time from the Danderlne from any drug store or which was of .six months dlration,
state game warden's department, or toilet counter, and prove that your expired October 1. Upon the application of the Salt Take people the opfrom Congressman H. B. Fergusson hair Is as pretty and soft as any
or
or the biological survey bureau of the that it has been neglected
injured tion was extended another week.
all.
treatment
that's
careless
of
at
According to the terms of the opWashingby
department
agriculture
"
" 7
Adv.
tion the grant board is to receive
ton.
from the Salt Lake City people the
Vernon Bailey is the author of the
reports of the latters' engineers and
book, and New Mexicans will rememNEW THEATER TO OPEN
In
all other data and information gath1903 and thereber that starting
New. York, Oct. 9. The most reered during the term of the option.
after he has visited the then territory
cent heater to be completed in New These can be used to good advanton scientific expeditions from time
York" is the Booth Theater in Forty-fift- h
age. According to members of the
During the time Page Otero
street, which will open for the
was game warden in 1903 and 1904,
board, the Salt Lake City peoArnold grant
Mr. Bailey spent months in the moun- first time tomorrow evening.
did not turn down the proposiple
has
tains of New Mexico setting traps and Bennet's "The Great Adventure"attrac- tion because of any defects found in
the
selected
for
been
opening
it. The reports, of their engineers
getting samples and classifying New
Mexico fauna. Mr. Otero was out with tion.
were favorable.
tlm on one of the expeditions for The new Booth theater, which was The grant board will leave no stone
built for Winthrop Ames to house
three months. In 1904.
unturned that will lead toward 'the
will'
not nermit of an exten-- ! ays .that he wishes to produce and completion of the project. Ilavin?
Soace
at re(i"Ira an ampler stag0 and aU"
Eive review of the book, but suffice It
been given permission, though a law
to say that it is accompanied by a ditorlum than his Little Theater af passed by the state legislature, to in- .zone map of New Mexico, has com- - fords, is relatively small, with only 'vest its funds In bonds for the conplete lists of animals, birds, reptiles'9 balcony and a parquet that is struction of irrigation works, tho
and the plant life of the various life compact rather than expansive, w un- grant board has the power to bring
it will be. decorated simply and
bones as they are called and Is gen-li:the project to completion. A move- -'
rously Illustrated with pictures many ( here and there in it will be placed ment is-- ffrt foot for the organization
of which are very familiar and easily various relics and memorabilia of the of a
company of local businessr.men
old Booth theater, built and managed
Tocognlzable.
the
for
purpose of building the rese
Colored Delegates Named
by Edwin Booth himself, that Mr. 'voir.
Local capitalists, it is declarGovernor McDonald has appointed Ames Inherited from his father. The
ed, are ready to give hearty support
delegates td thg fiftieth anniversary inference indeed la that the father's
movement. This plan is be- of the signing ct the emancipation interest In the old Booth theater to tils to be a
good one, as the land
lieved
proclamation, at New York October prompted the son to choose the name
thus would remain
the
under
project
22 to 31, the following delegates: for his new playhouse.
For the most
the
under
ownership of Las Vegas
"William Vaughn and W. H. Kerr of part, Mr. Ames will use it for plays
A definite effort to ascer
people.
Santa Fe, and J. Dennis of Albuque- of his producing and he has equipped
tain public sentiment in the matter
rque.
if so that all sorts of interesting exlikely will be made soon.
Notary Public
periments are possible in it.
N.
Mlelenz
of
Howard
M.,
Dexter,
lias beed appointed' a notary public
Women Need Health
THE PIRATES WIN
try Governor McDonald
and Strength
womPittsburgh, Oct 9. Fair skies gave
The work of a
Sprained Ankle
Alvan N. White is confined to his an makes a constant call in her promise of a large crowd this afterand vitality, and sickness noon to witness the fourth game of
tiomo ijy a sprained ankle and was strength
comes through her kidneys and bladthe post series between the Pitts-bugN.
unable to leave last night for Roy,
der oftener than she knows. Foley
Pirates and the Cleveland Amer"M., as be bad intended.
reKidney Pills, will invigorate and
R.H.E.
The score:
icans.
nervousstore hpr, and weak hack,
Increases Capital Stock
0 8 3
Tho El Paso snd Southwestern ness, aching joints and irregular blad- Cleveland
r r"4 on v ill ail dtePPWar when
5
6 0
.
wmpnny, a New Jersey corporation,
Tl
O. O. Pittsburgh
,Cid"f"- - Pi'.ls sre UFed.
Mitchell and Carlsch;
Batteries:
which Is the operating company for "h i r and Fed Cross Drug Store.
.,,
Adams and Simon. '
Adv.
the El 'Paso & Southwestern system,

writ for mandamus directed to
Marron, state treasurer, by the

HITTING RAYMDS

WINS THIRD

FOR

9, 1913.

UNDERWOOD
SAYS IT IS THE
WAY OUT OF FOREIGN COMPLICATION

Washington, Oct. 9. Repeal of the
five per cent differential clause of the
new tariff law against which many
foreign nations have protested generally and threatened retaliation against
the United States, was lined up today for passage by congressional
leaders, but was blocked temporarily
by the fight" to get a working quorum
in the house.
Democratic) Leaders Underwood and
Simmons, after conferences with Solicitor Folk of the state department
were agreed that a repeal was the
way out of a foreign tangle, and that
view was said to nave the approval
of President Wilson.
'

There are about

37

the United States,
western species and

pines native to

of which 25 are
12

eastern;

The Odeon in Paris, always more
hospitable to foreign works than other Parisian stages will soon give
Hauptman's "The Weavers," because
the piece has become "classic."

Away with

f'Be slender, yes," says fashion, but no mandate
of art or fashion can make angles graceful, or
the gowns worn over them stylish, without the
right corset.
Ilnstead of taking all sorts of angles and lamentwoman
ing her styleless figure, let the
visit our corset department, and ba fitted in one
of the Warners Rut-ProoModels specially designed for beautifying slender figures.
Curves instead of angles-wh- at
a difference in
the set of your gowns, and best of all, by wear-- '
ing a Warner Corset, those softly rounded
curves in course of time will become your own.
.
Ask for Warner's
iBvery Pair Guaranteed. $1.00 to $5.00.
too-slig-

ht

f

Rust-Proo- f

FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT

Gunboat Smith vs. Carl Morris, 10
rounds, at New York.
Bud Anderson vs. Joe Azevedo, 10
rounds, at Oakland, Calif.
Eddie Murphy vs. Harry Trendall,
10 rounds, at St. Louis.
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B'as Sanchez of Wagon Mound was
a business visitor here today.
M. Rudulph of Mora is in Las Vegas for a several days' business visit.
W. B. Charles of Watrous is in the
city today for a short business visit.
Mrs. L. Chapman of Santa Fe is in
Las Vegas visiting friends for several
days.

Charles R. Pooler of Raton came in
last night and will remaiu here in- definitely.
D. J. Cassidy, Jr., of Mora came in
last night for a several' days' business
visit in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Weiznian and
baby, of Chicago came in last night
for a few days' visit here.
Captain W. E, Brunton of Shoemaker came in yesterday evening for a
short business visit here.
Dr. F. R. Lord left last night for the
middle states where he will be on
business for several weeks.
J. R. Gillespie came in yesterday
evening from his home at Mora for
a few days business visit.
M. I. Curry, representative for the
Clothcraft Clothing company of Cleveland, was a business visitor here today.
Loui3

Ufeld left this morning for
Albuquerque and. intends to be in
that city for the next few days on busi-

t
I

ness.
Charles Rosenthal left this afteri noon for
Albuquerque, where he will
a
on
short
visit for the next few
be
!
days
i
Carl
Regensburg left yesterday
evening for Albuquerque, where he
will attend the stnte fair for the next
few. days.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fisher of Fargo, N. D., arrived in the city last night
and will remain here for several days
as visitors.
Mrs. G. U. Strong and daughter ot
Mora came in this morning from their
homo at that place for a short business visit here.
F. M. Hughes of Solano drove in
last night from his home for a short
business visit here. He is the postmaster at Solano.

'If

mechanical superintendent of the western lines of the
Santa Fe railway, was a business visitor in I.as Vegas today.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld left this
A. M. McCready,

i

L). a. Syme of Mew Orleans was a
business visitor in the city today.
D. W. Condon left this afternoon
for Albuquerque, where he will be
on business for the next few days.
J. A., Brown, an official ot the Fred
Harvey system rja' the western division, was a business visitor here today.
. Mr.
and Mrs.. M. Arnott left this
afternoon for AlbuqffbTviue, where they
intend to slt for the next few days.
P. V. Stewart, time keeper for the
Rio Grande division o the Santa Fe,
came in this afternoon from his home
at San Marcial for a short visit with
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Wertz returned
last night from Albuquerque, where
they have been for the past few weeks
on a visit.
.Secretary P. H. LeNoir of the Y.
M. C. A. left this afternoon for Wagon
Mound, where he will be on business
for a short time.
Miss Lorreta Chapman of Trinidad
left this afternoon for her home at
that place after having been the
guest of Mrs. C. U. Strong of Mora
for the past few weeks.
Miss Sophia Strickfaden and brother, George Strickfaden, who have been
visiting relatives in Las Vegas for
the past few weeks, left last night
for their home at Pekin, 111.
J M. Bundick, one of the heads of
the American Beet Sugar company
agency at Denver, was a business
visitor in Las Vegas for a short time
yesterday on his way to Albuquerque.
J. R. James, a well known business
man of Wagon Mound drove in this
morning in his automobile on his way
from. Wagon Mound to Antonchico,
whore he will be on business for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Scott and two
sons, who have been visiting1- - Mr.
Scott's parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
Scott of this city, for the past two
weeks, left yesterday afternoon for
their home at Caroline, Nevada.
E. J. Creighton of the Missouri Val
ley Bridge and Iron company, arrived
in Las Vegas last night and will re
main here until the bridge at Prince
street is completed. Mr. Creighton
will superintend the work on this
structure. '
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Buck of Minne
apolis, arrived in Ias Vegas last night
in their big automobile on their way
from Indiana to California.
M. B.
Hunter accompanies them as driver
of the machine. They expect to leave
Las Vegas tomorrow for Albuquerque.

"'
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I0RA COUNTY IS ASKS THAT WATER
TO HELP ROAD

BE FURNISHED

MOVEMENT

FOR LAND
TORIBIO SALAS BRINGS
AGAINST ANTONCHICO
COMMISSION

WILL IMPROVE THE STATE HIGHWAY FROM COUNTY LINE TO
CITY OF MORA

THE SECRET OF SUCCESS
not so much in knowing how to make money as in knowing how to hold on to it. Deposited in
the savings Department of this bank the temptation to spend is removed and there is always a growing incentive to add more.
The "Secret of Success'' will be an open book to you when you become a regular saver at this bank.
TS

4

ACTION
DITCH

Interest Paid on All Savings Deposits

BANK (L TRUST CO.
PEOPLES
-

CAPITAL

District Attorney Charles W. G.
Judge David J. Leahy yesterday
Ward, who has just returned from heard evidence in the case of Toribio
Mora, said this morning that the Salas against the commissioners of
board of commissioners of that coun- the Antonchico ditch. Arguments will
f,i
ty has fixed the tax levy at $1.85. be heard on November 17, the openREX HOME ROBBED
Last 'year the levy was $2.15. In ing day of the district court for San
9
Oct.
While
Albuquerque, N. M.,
spite of this radical cut, which will Miguel county.
.lohn, 0. Rex and family were up1 town
be appreciated by the taxpayers, the
Salas asks that a writ of mandamus last night attending the carnival, a
county expects to meet all of its ex- be issued compelling the ditch com- burglar entered their home, 1326 West
penses easily and have a surplus for missioners to provide him with water Marquette, ransacking the house. Wrs.
use in repairing the roads. The levy to irrigate certain land held by him. Rex's solid gold watch and fob, some
is for county purposes only, the state The case was heard some time ago in gold pins, and Mr. Rex's revolver
board o fequalization having; failed to Santa Rosa, when the court held In were among the loot the burglars sereturn the tax rolls from Santa Fe, favor of the plaintiff. Upon the cured. The family had not discoverwhere they have been undergoing showing of the commissioners, how- ed anything additional missing last
examination and adjustment for sev- ever, that they were able to bring out night. The burglar left
a child's
eral weeks.
testimony to the effect that an exist- watch, which was on a dresser In a
The commissioners decided to co- ing contract requires persons living bedroom.
operate with San Miguel county In on the portion of the ditch where
The robbery was discovered by Mr.
the maintenance of a good highway . Salas resides to keep the waterway Rex, when he returned home about
to Mora. For this purpose $600 was (in repair before being allowed to use 10 o'clock.
He found the back door
voted to the use of the road commis- water from it, the judge allowed the and back screen open,
though both
had been locked when the family
sioners, with the stipulation that a !case to be reopened.
large portion of it be utilized in betiiie case mnges upon a coniracii started up town. He believes the burg
tering the highway leading from the mfirlo n 1 fift.1 lint wppn PArfntn norenno ' lar entered the front door by unlockcounty line toward Mora. . Mr. Ward living along the ditch and the board ing it with a skeleton key.
says the section of the highway lead- of commissioners. There are three
Mr. Rex is chief bookkeeper for
ing from the state road into Mora, sections of the ditch, one at Tecolo-tito- , Gross, Kelly and Company.
He forwhich formerly was the bugbear of
another at middle Antonchico merly lived in Las Vegas.
all travelers' because of its stickiness and another at lower Antonchico.
in bad weather, is in good condition. Salas contends that the contract made
The forests of Norway are mostly
In spite of the recent heavy rains, in 18S0 assures him the use of water in
private or municipal ownership,
the thoroughfare is firm and solid aud from the ditch, while the ditch com-- j the nation
owning 28.5 per cent of
not badly cut up by wheels. Mr. Ward missioners assert that he is obliged the total forest area. The national
says the state road to Mora is in fine to do work on the waterway if he is forests of the United States occupy
shape as far the Mora county line, 'to be permitted to use it.
only about 20 per cent Of the total
and the work to bel done from there
Charles W. G. Ward and Herbert forest area of the country.'
on will make the highway a desirable Clark represent the
plaintiff, while
thoroughfare for use during the en- O. A. Larrazolo is the counsel for the
One of the largest forest nurseries
tire year. The San Miguel county defendant.
In the United States is conducted by
exroad gang is responsible for the
the forest service near Haugen, Mont
cellent condition of the road as far
It is known as the Savenac nursery
as the county line.
Mme. Sarah Bernhardt, who orlgn-feand has a capacity of 4,000,000 young
Mora county's commissioners also
the part of the Princess Metis-- ' trees a
year.
provided in the levy for the begin- sande in Rostand's "La Princesse
ning of a fund for a survey of the Lointaine" 18 years ago, is to revive
county.
One of the recent new productions
pie exquisite work in Paris shortly, but
will appear in the masculine part of in New York was "Her Own Money,"
by Mark L. Swan, with Julia Dean
Geoffrey Rudel. As a further fill-uGermany is said to have an
t
of foresters, so that
popular interest she hints at a la-- : and Sydney Booth in the leading roles
men- - have hard work to secure ter appearance as Armand
in "Ca- - of a young couple between whom are
even inferior positions.
mille."
financial difficulties.
'
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the California Limited
morning
for Albuquerque, where they will attend the state fair during the next
on

few days.

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

PLAYS AND PLAYERS.

Clements of the plant department of the Western Union Telegraph company of Denver, is in Las
Henry V. Savage may stage "The
'
Vegas making numerous improve- Shogun" in Paris this season.
ments at the local station. The imEthel Barrymore has begun reprovements consist of a.n'ew heating hearsals ot "Tante" in New York.
system and the installation of toilets
A new play by George Broadhurst,
in the building.
entiled "Today," is shortly to be
S, A.

Mot more tlhiaia.:irp

Mabel Wilbur is to be featured in
coming production of "The Moon
r
Maiden."
Miss Henrietta Crosman is to act
this season in a new play called "The
I'ongues of Men."
Owen Davis has written a play en
titled "Beggers on Horseback." It
will be produced by W. A. Brady.
Edwin Mordant has been engaged
for an important part in "At Bay."

the

Firsi in
Everything
First in Quality
First in Results
First in Purity
First in Economy
and for these rcas 5ns

Calumet Baking

Powder is first in the
hearts of the millions
j o housewives who
use it and know it.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World's Pira Food Exposition,
Chicago, Illinois.
'
Paris Exposition, France, Klardi,
1912.

J POWDEI
r
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Paul Armstrong has written a
"Woman
comedy entitled

one-ac-

-

$ 11 Jn? is

Mabel and Edith Taliaferro have a
new play hearing the title "Young
Wisdom."
Victor Moore is to have another
play by George M. Cohan. It will be
without songs and dances.
Frederick Truesdall has been en
gaged for the company supporting
Henrietta Crosman in "The Tongues
of Men."
Emma Eames is quoted as saying
that she will sing hereafter for charity only, and will devote herself to
domestic life.
A statistician figures that for every
Hoffman
garment that Gertrude
leaves off shq gets her name on the
program at least once.
a
O.fea1 ;Nethersole is to present
tabloid version of "Saphp." She will
appear" in American' vaudeville under
the auspices of B. F. Keith.
Ida Darling has been engaged by
F. C. Whitney for the company which
will support Bertha Balich in Carina
Jordan's play, "Rachel."
It is rumored that Anna Held and
htr former hushaiiu' and manager, F.
have become reconciled

Ml
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clothes. And probably $17
is about the price you prefer to pay yet
aren't you usually urged to pay more?

wb-

I)

You are sure of a stylish, all- wooi suit, well lined and tnmmed.
You can't have any regrets with

VCH!CAbO
JMT
taL'Sss.-juwMrs-

ron buy cbrap or
Wt tivt v.mey nhtnmisled.
It's
Buy Calumet.
kiliiij pawner. Itai't
best results.
wholesome
more
You

more economical
Cawntei is lar sananor to sour

mitK

gives
ann ehm.

Clinrlie

in that. play.

'

"After Five'' is rehearsing in New
York at the Berkeley Theater." It is
the new comedy by William and Cecil De Mille, which Wasenhals and
Kemper will present.
.
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The values are the result of
preparation and specialization on
the biggest producers of medium-price- d
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You will like the cloihei
you will like the price
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sizes in both overcoats and suits.
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ClOillOG

-

You can't have the regret of paying more

i
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32 StyloplQft7
i
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A.

Come here and sea

a STYLERLUS. Perfect satisfaction is guaranteed by the makers
and by us.

short'.y.

"The Madcap Duchess"' with Ann
Suinburna If. the title part, will have
If. ,first
about the ic'ddle
this nio uii in Rochester
Texas Cooper, who has long been
a feature with the Klaw and Erlan-Pier'- s
"The Round Up" will this season
the role of Sage Brush

a low price for a good suit

01

t

,

(

OCTOBER

STYLEPLUS Store

!"
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CLUBS

US! PAY BIG

HELPING THE
By JOHN

LICENSE
DOLLARS A YEAR
FOR SELLING LIQUOR AS A
BEVERAGE

F IVE. HUNDRED

Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 9. The city
council passed the ordinance requiring clubs and fraternal organizations,
societies, etc., in the city to pay a li
cense of $500 per year for selling al
coholic drinks.
The license matter was one of the
first to be taken up at the meeting
last night. Mayor Celso Lopez presided, but three councilmen were absent: R. L. Baca who went to Lamy
with Don Juan Riano; Jack Akers and
A. B. Renehan. Mr. Renehan was delivering a speech before the Women's
Federation of clubs but arrived later
In the evening in time to read selections from the report on Santa Fe
water.
"First we shall take up alcoholics
then water," said Mayor Lopez as
ovcryone chuckled.
City Attorney E. P. Davies made a
few remarks about the probable difficulty, in his opinion, of making the
ordinance stick to license those clus
and fraternal orders which have their
homes so near the public library. 'Mr.
Davies declared that there is a stat
ute on the subject which would oper
ate against this action in view of the
location of the library.
"Well, we shall have to see how it
works," replied the mayor.
The council voted unanimously to
Impose the $oO0 license.
The ordinance to require a hotel
4t.h is 250 yards from the plaza to
jiity $.100 license to sell liquor was also
passed. This will permit the DeVar
r.as hotel to have a bar, it is said.
Lest the drua; store owners feel
slighted, the council looked after them
toe. An ordinance waa passed requlr- iii'r each drug store to pay $1,000
license for selling alcohol when it Is
.not by physician's prescription.
They M?k;
The pleasant

You Feel Good

effect pro
Tablets and
tii? henithv condition of body and
wi'ul which they create make one
feel joyful. For sale by all dealers.
p"!"-''tiv-

du.-e- d

by

OlinniV-e-iiiin'-

Adv.
LIVE STOCK SHOW AT K. C.

Kansas City,

0:t

The annual

9.

Show, one of the
principal exhibitions of its kind given
:in this country, opened at the Kansas
City stockyards today and will con
Roval Live

Stick

DOCTOR

PHILIP ORTH.

dull hours. '
"Now, girls, be as steady as old
maids while we are gone," cautioned
Mrs. Joslyn.
"We will."
"Aunt Jane is to have charge of the
,

bouse."

"We will mind her like children."
"Don't get the telephone out of order, and don't set the house alire." ,
"Wo surely won't."
"If anything should happen" began Mr, Joslyn as he turned back at
the gate.
"But nothing can happen!"
The first thing on the program was
a drive in the pony cart, and that
drive was the beginning of heaps of
things. They were not a mile from the
house when they espied a lone man
and horse and buggy coming towards
them from the village.
"I am quite sure that is the new doc
tor," said Miss Clara. "Take a good
look at him as we pass."
"What for?"
"They say that while he's a smart
young man he isn't getting enough
practice in the village to keep a cat
,.
alive."
"That's too bad. It may drive him
to suicide."
"He doesn't know me, and I wonder
if he will raise his hat?"
Dr. Phil Armour had put up his sign
in the village of Greenbriar many
weeks ago, but there had not been a
single call for his services. The ailing
ones Baid it was risky to truBt themselves to a young practitioner. Dr
Armour was far from starving and he
was feeding his horse oats three times
a day, but he was ambitious and impa
tient. He knew the members of the
Joslyn family by sight only, but when
about to pass the pony cart he took
the risk of raising his hat to the occupants and received two bows in re
turn.
ex
"Why, he's quite
claimed Miss Irene when they passed
"Yes!"
"But he had a mournful look."
"It struck me so."
"As if the world was against him?"
"

who spoke.
"Look here, Clara, I'll tell you how
we can have lots of fun, and help
the doctor at the same time."

medicine that relieves promptly the
uffering due to weak, inactive kid"Go ahead."
neys and painful bladder action. They
"When we get out of the cart at
in
offer a powerful help to nature
home we twist our ankles."
building up the true excreting kidney
"We do!"
"tissue in restoring normal action and
"You will twist your right one and
TRY
discomforts.
bladder
relieving
TPIEM. O. G. Sohaefer and Red Cross I my left."
"I see."
Drug Store Adv.
We
"We hobble into the house.
groan. We telepnone lor Dr. Armour
TO BE ADVISER TO CHINA
Among He comes. It will be known all over
San Francisco, Cal., Oct.
Orient the village that he has called here
the
for
the passengers sailing
professionally."
today was Henry Carter Adams, ihe
"But what about the twisted an
econof
political
well known professor
kles?" was asked.
omy at the University of Michigan.
"Oh, we'll tell him that It wasn't
Dr. Adams has accepted an offer from such a bad twist after all, and that we
the Chinese republic to become advis- are using bandages of arnica or witch
er to a government commission ap- hazel.
"It'll be fun to see him come rushing
pointed for the standardization, of rec- in."
ords and accounts of government
"But you are such a hand to giggle!
I wouldn't have him think we were
making game of him for any money."
"Oh. I'll keep my giggles between
Will G. Richmond, a resident of
Cal.. will answer any inquir my teeth 'till he is gone."
The twists took place according tc
ies about Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound. He says further "Foley's schedule. Aunt Jane was so com
Honey and Tar Compound has greatly pletely hoodwinked that she got band
benefited me for bronchial trouble ages and arnica and did the telephon
and cough, after I used other rem- ing. When Dr. Armour arrived each
edies that failed. It is more like a young lady sat with her foot on a stool
lood than a medicine." Do not ac- ind there was a strong smell of arnica
cept a substitute. O. G- Schaefer and in the air
Jied Cross Drug Co. Adv.
"Is it a bad sprain?" was asked.
"Not so very," was answered iii
CONFEDERATE VETS REUNION
chorus.
Huntington, W. Va., Oct. 9. Scores
'Bandaged up?"
"Yes."
of Confederate veterans from various
"But I had best overhaul them. The
sections of West Virginia and a num
ber from neighboring stales are here bandage must give support to certain
'ondnns or you may be lame for life."
session.
In attendance upon a two-da"But Aunt Jane put the bandaget
the
reunion
of
annual
beginning today,
and she's an old nurse."
on,
f the grand camp of United Confenot know how tc
"And
derate Veterans of WeBt Virginia. The bandage properly."
The doctor sank down on one knee
;ity is gayly decorated in honor of
she visitors. Tomorrow will be held and began to unwind the bandage from
ankle. If she protested
the annual parado and some of the Miss Clara's must
admit the Joke
she
further
events
of
the gather
principal social
When the flesh came Into view the
ing.
doctor looked wise and said:
"Bad sprain very badl You can't
When your food does not digest do any walking for a week! Good
well and you feel "blue," tired and thing 1 removed the bandage."
iHsronrsitred. yon should use a little
Miss Irene suppressed a giggle and
irERCINK at bedtime. It opens the vlnked at Miss Clara
"I find that the auricula was press
,owels, purifies the system Bnd re
stores a fine feeling or neattn ana en
against the calciferous and that
ig
Price 50c. Sold by Centra)
ie bandage was wound loo tightlj
Adv.
--

y

yet--ma-

Xmjg Co.

EARNEST

.

p
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BE

Santa Fe,-N- .
M., Oct. 9. The graqd
lodge of the Knights of Pythias yesterday afternoon decided to meet next
year in Albuquerque.
The next grand lodge will be held
state fair week and the delegates appropriated $500 to be offered as prizes
for companies of the uniform rark
which wfll parade there next year.
Dawson now has the only company
of the uniform rank in New Mexico.
The grand 'odgemen believe that this
appropriation will induce five or six
other lodges to organize companies.
The delegates spent
yesterday
morning in secret session at the
Knights of Pythias hall,, passing legislation. In the afternoon, besides selecting Albuquerque as the place for
the next session, they elected grand
officers.
They are:
Supreme
Representative Colonel
W. M. Berger, Belen.
Grand Chancellor Howell Earnest,
Clayton.

Vice

Grand

M.

Magdalena.

Grand Prelate
son.

Chancellor Dr.

'

T. L.

I!
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"Father and mother are going for
two weeks, and. If you can only come
down we will have an awful time."
So wrote Miss Clara Joslyn to her
city friend, Mis Irene Morton, and the
promise of the "awful time" caused an
appearance at the country seat.
The program as outlined by Miss
Clara in her mind for the entertainment of her friend was:
Driving out with the pony and cart
and having adventures. Going in swimming in the creek. Killing crabs along
the same creek. Climbing up the hill
back of the bouse and rolling down.
Setting the dog on book agents and
peddlers. Killing snakes down by the
willows. Putting a frog in the gardener's bed.
There were- a few other things on
the program, but the above are sufficient to show that there were to be no

tinue through the remainder of the
"Yes."
week. The showing of fino beef cattle
"I say that it's a shame that old dochas never been equalled here. More tors won't let young doctors catcb
than a score of states and several of on!"
"I think so, too."
the Canadian provinces are representThere was silence for the next five
ed. among the exhibits.
minutes, and then it was Miss Irene
Foley Kidney Pills Succeed
"Because they are an honestly made

across the effluent muscles It is wen
that you didn't wait 'till morning."
Neither of the girls was up on anatomical terms, but they both had the
same Idea that the doctor whs hav
ing all the fun to himself, and it sobered them. "When he had finished
with the ankle of one he turned to that
of the other. No swelling. No siyn ui
a twist He was either a
or else he was meeting their fun more
than half-wa"Did you ever!" exclaimed
Miss
Irene when he had departed.
"You said it would be such a joke!'
accused Miss Clara.
"I ought to have giggled."
"If you had I'd have pushed you out
of the window! And he's coming again
In the morning! And he says we must
hop around Instead of walking! Aren't
you a daisy of a marplot!"
hl
his
"Did you
understand
words?"
"Not a one of them, nor he didn l.
himself! I'll wager he has us goint: on
crutches after tomorrow!"
But Providence came along to li lp
the girls out She did it by first bringAs i.hi'
ing about almost a tragedy
victims were going up to their rooms
for the night, hopping from staii
stair and giggling at every hop. Mivs
Clara lost her balance and fell Ivic k
wards, and as she went she dra:;.s'ii
her guest with her. When ihev
brought u,) at the foot of the stairs one
had her knee-caout of place and t!;e
other a broken collarbone
"Now you've done it!" shouted Ainu
Jane as she rushed around in excrement. "I don't believe either cue of
you sprained your ankle! You were
just making a fool of the doctor " I
can't make out the girls of today
"Well, here are two girls of to.!;y
that want a doctor," replied Clara
"The same one?"
"Oh, yes. He made such a qi!cli
cure of our ankles that we must givp
him this job!"
"What has happened?" asked the
doctor, as he arrived an hour later
"We have got over being tunny!
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TISEMENTS

M.

NO. 2, A. F. A. J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuea-da- y
Regular com-

munication first and
of the month in Vie vestry rooms
ibird Thursday In of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock P.
each month Tinting m. Visiting brothers are cordially Inbrothers cordially la vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
med. Wm. P. Mills,
Secretary.
H. 8 .fma Petten, Secretary. Greenclay,

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-- ! Love at Woodmen of tha World hall,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
lar. conclave
c. d Tuee-- j on the second and fourth Mondays of
No ad to occupy less
space than two
day in each month at Ma- each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
All
lines
advertiseminta
sonic Temple at 7:J p. m. G. H.
charged
Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
will be booked at space
KlnkeL B. C. ; Chas. Tamme.
actually set
Local Deputy.
Visiting
Montague,
without regard to number of words.
and
welcooe
are
members
especially
In
Cash
advlnce preferred.

p

cordially invited.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular con

2

I. O.

NO.

BROTHERHOOD

FRATERNAL

vocation first Monday in
102 Meets every Monday night at
each month at Masonic O. R. C.
hall, on Douglas avenue at
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, PresiBlood, Secretary.
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C H.
Baily, Treasurer.

O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO

Meets every Monday evening a
Nl;MBfe
i,
their hall on Sixth street. All vit'tini
LOCAL TIME CARD
brethren cordially invited to atteui
F. D. Fries, N. Q.; Gus Lehman, V. G
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wert?.
Eas: Bcund
WANTED Suite of
Arrive
Depan
or four Treasurer; C. V. Hedgeock, Cemen
Trustee.
rooms in modern
.
No.
9:10
9:? p m
p. m
steam
house,
No.
heated, Sixth, Seventh or Eighth
.11:05 p. in..., 11:05 p. m
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets
Streets
second
and
. 2:05
.
a. m... .2:10 a. a:
No
Permanency.
preferred.
fourth Tuesday evening of each No. 10. . 1:45 p. m.
Address L., Optic.
2:10 p. n:
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
West Bound
WANTED Girl for light house work. Douglas
avenue. Visiting brothers
Arrive
Depan
322 Grand
avenue.
1:20 p. m. . ., 1:45 p. in
Phone Olive are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J. No.
5272.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon. No.
a. m. . . 6:15 a. m.
. . 8:10
4:30 p. m.
.
Secretary.
4:20 p. m
No.
WANTED Experienced cook.
7:00 p. ro
. 6:35 p. m.
No.
Good
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNwages. 1053 Eighth street.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
ATTOKN KYH.
Thursday in O. R. C. ball.
Csste
Pioneer building. Visiting members
HUNKER & HUNKER '
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker
Georre
'
FOR SALE1 Household goods, range, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
'
Attorneys-at-LaMcDougall cabinet, round dining
Mexico
New
Las
Vegas.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURtable, etc. 1009 Sixth street
1.

OPTIC'S

Wanted
th-e-

Kinney,

Daw-

Grand Keeper of Records and Seal
J. E. Elder, Albuquerque.
'
Grand Master of Exchequer J. A.
Say. doctor, we feel
Smiley, Socorro.
"Never mind."
Grand
"We felt that"
Master at Arms Charles
"There tiiere! If you talk it will Gunter, Gallup.
bring on a fever."
Grand Inner Guard Charles L.
The doctor had a practice within a
Mountalnair.
Burt,
be
month, but it was more than a year
Grand
Outer Guard O. W. Hamfore he had Miss Clara Joslyn.
Sf
didn't exactly know whether she burger, Carrizozo.
Grand Tribune Rev. H. M. Shields,
wanted to marry a doctor or not. but
when convinced that she was liable to Dawson.
fall down stairs any day, she gave hei
The grand officers were installed
hand. And when she wrote to Mis
yesterday afternoon.
Irene about it the latter replied:
The grand lodge delegates express"You are all right, but where does
ed themselves favorable to the propomy giggle come in?"
Newsthe persition of
(Copyright, 1913, by the McClure
paper Syndicate.) manent grand lodge meeting place of
HAS A NEW VICE the order. The delegates also adopted
ENGLAND
a slogan as follows:
hundred new mem"Twenty-fiv- e
Drinking of Wood Alcohol Declared
to Be a Growing Practice in
bers this year."
That Country.
Albuquerque Temple No. 2, Pythian
last night at the Knights of
Sisters,
the torture
Every one knows
hall, conferred their degree
Pythias
through which opium victims pass. upon all members of the
grand lodge.
free
we
are
comparatively
Happily
from the scourge of this drug, yet we
have on a considerable scale a vice
Chronic Dyspepsia ,
which is as disastrous in its conse-- '
The following unsolicited testimoquences, the Manchester Guardian as- nial should certainly be sufficient to
serts.
give hope and courage to persons afIt is the drinking of menthylated. flicted with chronic dyspepsia. "I
spirits (wood alcohol), which makes have been a 'chronic dyspeptic for
maniacs of its worshipers, bringing years, and of all the medicine I have
taken, Chamberlain's Tablets have
before the tortured and fevered
me more good than anything
of its victims horrible specters done
says W. G. Mattison, No. 7
which send men and women into fits else,"
Sherman St., Hornellsville, N. Y. For
of frenzied desperation.
sale by all dealers. Adv.
The vice is rampant among the
berry pickers of Scotland, and a police
COMMITTEES ARE NAMED
inspector stated that a third of the
The
following permanent committees
to
were
the
addicted
practice
pickers
Out of 200 cases, it was stated have been appointed to map out and
every third person had become drunk take up the year's work for the Aron menthylated
spirits. The vic- chaeological Society of New Mexico:
tims were men, women and girls in
Historic Dates B. M. Read, chairtheir 'teens.
R. E. Twitohell, L. B". Prince, S.
man;
A writer tells of the awful suffering
G. Morley, I B. Bloom, A. M.
i,
of these people, having seen them
F. H. H. Roberts.
terwith
in
seized
and
agony
rolling
Folk Lore Mrs. I. H. Rapp, chair
rible convulsions, mingling prayers
with their shrieking curses. The dev man; Mrs. W. S. Harroun Mrs. A. M.
ilish pictures in their mind force de- Bergere, Mrs. Weltmer, Miss Conrad,,
spairing yells and groans from these Miss Olson, Mrs. Nordhaus.
people, whose suffering cannot be told.
Reminiscences Antonio J. Lucero,
Like the fruit pickers who every
chairman; Jose D. Sena, N. B. Laugh- of
sordid
their
take
the
year
tragedy
lives from the worst parts of London Iin, Mrs. B. M. Thomas, Nestor Mon-toySamuel Eldodt, Mrs. W. T.
into the gardens of England, the berry
pickers are drawn from the most bat- Thornton.
tered derelicts of humanity. Many of
Landmarks E. L. Hewett, chairthem have always been strangers to man; W. H. Pope, C, J. Roberts,
fortune and each night when they are
Romero, Alado Chaves, A. F.
paid, as is customary with this class Spiegelbe.rg, E., C. Abbott.
of worker, there is an orgy somePublicity Paul A. F. Walter, chairwhere.
Menthylated spirit drinking among man; John R. McFie, James L. Selig-maK. N. Chapman, R. F. Asplund,
the berry pickers is not new, and
Charles M. Stauffer, J. W. Giddings.
there is evidence that it is growing.
One woman, crawling to her work
The publicity committee has met
after a vile debauch said the spirit and in accordance with a resolution
made her forget what she was.
of the Archaelogieal society made arPerhaps the vice grows because the
a monthly bulletin to
much
than
whisky. rangements for
cheaper
spirit's
be
"El
A meeting of
named
Palaclo."
can
obtain
For a few coppers a picker
enough spirit, with the addition of a the .committee on historic dates has
little water, to half fill an ordinary been called for October 25 at 4 p. m.,
whisky bottle, and the terrible stuff at which time Chairman Benjamin M.
Is many times stronger than the most Read will submit a list of
disputed
newly run whisky.
dates for discussion, including the
While the sot, the- - hopeless drunkard and the fallen woman can satis question of the age of Santa Fe.
fy the craving which tortures them so
easily and cheaply there will be no .TO DISCUSS CHILD WELFARE
hope of stamping out the curse of this
Gloucester, Mass., Oct. 9. Several
slow but certain poison.
hupdred men and women interested
in me subject of child welfare areof
Question
Beauty.
"Don't you think a woman's appre- gathered here from all sections of
ciation of beauty is greater than a New England to attend the fall conman's?"
vention of the Massachusetts branch
"No," replied Mr. Growcher; "not of the National
Congress of Mothers
If you Judge by the dogs they make and
s
association,
pets of."
which opened here today and will
continue to the end of the week. Many
Ruling Passion.
"Women certainly do make them interesting subjects having a bearing
selves ridiculous going crazy over bat upon child welfare' will be discussed
tered up football players."
who have made a
"But then women always did have by noted speakers
special study of their respective
a passion for remnants."
making-Albuquerqu-

.

.

Far

ITY COUNCIL

NO. 2390.

Meets in

DENTISTS
FOR SALE Pure apple cider, also W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
choice hand picked apples;
$2.50
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
per 100 delivered; J. H. Kelley, month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Fiers-manO.
Dentist
L.
welcome.
Ladies
Olive 3621.
always
Dental work of any description at
President; A. D. Tillman, Finanmoderate prices
FOR SALE Cheap, good work horse. cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague, Room 1, Center Block., Tel Main 13
W. F. White, 52t Sixth street.
East Las Vegas, xSIew Mexico
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
,

For Rent

vStop coughing! you rack the lungs
and worry the body. BALLARD'S
HOREHOUND STRUP checks irritafourth Thursday
evening
FOR RENT Cottage in desirable
tion, heals the lungs and restores
Visltin
at
O. W. hall.
W.
neighborhood, newly painted, pacomfortable breathing. Price 25c, 50c
pered, electric lights. Low rate. brothers cordially Invited. Howard T and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
Phone Purple 5301.
Drug Co. Adv.
L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second an.
end-mont-

vis-Ion- s

Man-dalar-

FOR RENT Comfortably furnished
room in modern home. 1030 Eighth
street. .
FOR RENT Modern light housekeeping rooms at 1030 Fifth street.

-

FOR RENT

Four room cottage, 407
Washington avenue. C. H. Stevenson, Phone Main 291.

FURNISHED

cottage

for rent.

CRYSTAL

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice,
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each) delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000- to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50' to 200 lbs, each delivery

417

Eighth.
FOR RENT

Two desBrable rooms on

ff

Phone

Las Veias Ice & Storage Co.
Ma. in

1200

227

Lincoln Ave

ground floor, with or without board.
725 Sixth street.
RENT To lady or gentleman
employed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers. Phone
Purple 5301.

RETAIL PRICES

FOR

FURNISHED ROOMS for light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln.
Sedative Cough Medicines
If you want to contribute directly
to the occurrence of capillary bron
chitis and pneumonia use cough medi
cines that contain codine, morphine,
heroin and other sedatives when you
have a cough or cold. An expectorant
like Chamberlain's Cough Remedy i3
what is needed. That cleans out the
culture beds or breeding places for
the germs of penumonia and other
germ diseases. That is why penumonia never results from a cold when
Chamberlain'B Cough Remedy is, used.
It has a world wide reputation for Its
cures. It contains no morphine or
other sedative. For sale by all dealAvoid

ers.

Adv.

Professional Health Culture for Ladlea
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facia Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

Parent-Teacher-

AUTOMOBILE,

CARRIAGE.

AMD

SIGN PAINTING

HERMAN
429 GRAND AVE.

N. O.

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lb
Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs. Each Del very

20c per 100 lbs
25c

100

per

lb.

30c per 100 lbs
40c per 100 lb.
50c per 100 Its.

AGUAPURA COMPANY
Harvesters,

Btorers, and Distributors ot Natural Ice, the Purity
Made Las Vega Famous

lasting Qualities ' ot Which Have

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best
"umi a.wv

ft

111

M

wi O

Classified d. searca out the people to wnom amonj ait
those w6o MIGHT BT the particular thlaj la worth rcoti
That property rou want to tell la WORTH MOST va
who reads the ads. In this atvspaper and womld aerer
your property unJeaa It were advertised Here.

tear ;

Other, who read and am rer ads. in this aewstaer wait &4
& for) books,
are anxious u pay
automobiles, wed machinery
and furniture, articles of wwulnest of amy aort, and mcsleal
strumenta.
As the classified ads, are read bj all possible
of all
slble aorta of thlmga, they hare eome to be finders of the beat

bjs,
"'

"'J ?

"'Al.1T'T';-P- f
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The Maids
of Paradise
Dy Robert W. Chambers
Author ol "Cardigan," "The

Conspirators,"

"Maids-at-Arms-

,"

etc.

.

"Net now; lutorTTTyoTlrlBlet"
"This is dreadful," she muttered.
. . . "If I did rot kiiuw you, ,
If I did not truEt you so perfectly'
. . . trust you with all
my heart!
. . . Oil, are you
certain she muat
go? It frightens me; It Is so strange
r have grown fond of
her. . . . And
now you say that ehe must
t
go. I
understand I cannot."
No, you cannot understand " I repeated, gently: "but shn pan Tt ta
serious matter for Mademoiselle Elven; It could not easily be more serious. It Is even perhaps a question of
me or aeatn, madame."
"In heaven's name, help her, then!"
she said, scarcely controlling the
U
....
i
i ,
alnM
wm him
urougnt a pitiful break in
can-ao-

4

lllMtr'lins

her

by

O. Irwijs Myers
Copyright, WW, by Eniiert W. CbsmSen
Son
Copy nght, 1MB, by f. if. Collier

YNOPSIS.
CHAPTER I Scarlett, an American
of the
French Imperial Police at the outbreak
n
of the
war, is ordered to
arrest John Buckhurst. a leader of the
Communists, who Is suspected of having
stolen the French crown jewels.
While
searching for Buckhurst Scarlett Is ordered to arrest Countess de Vassart and
her group of socialists and escort them
,
to the Belgian border.
CHAPTER II Scarlett finds Sylvia
Elven of the Odeon disguised as a peasant and carries her to La Trappe. where
the countess and her frienda are assemsoldier of fortune In the employ

voice.
"I am trying to," I said. "And now
i muse consult Mademoiselle
Elven.
Will you heln me?"
"What can I do?" she asked, ptte- uuaiy.
"Stand by that window
dame, can you see the lights on the

oemapnore:

"Yes."
"Count them aloud. "
She counted the white lights for me,
then the red ones.
"Now," I said, "if those lights change
In number or color or
position, come
instantly to me. T shall ho. .iti,
Mademoiselle Elven in the little tea
room."
I left her in the shadow of the curbled.
tains, and passed through the room to
CHAPTER III All are arrested. The Sylvia's side. She looked up
quietly
countess saves Scarlett from a fatal fall from
her embroidery frame, then,
from the roof of the house. He denounces
as
the
uie
leader
of the Reds and dropping
jjucicnurst
tinted silks and needles
the countess conduots him to where Buck- on the cloth, rose and
walked beside
hurst is secreted.
me. When we entered the little teaCHAPTER IV German Uhlans descend room she. passed on to the
lounge and
on the place and Buckhurst escapes durseated herself on the padded arm.
ing the melee. Scarlett is wounded.
"What is it?" she asked.
CHAPTER V He recovers conscious"I am sorry to tell you," I said
ness in the countess' home at Morsbronn,
where he is cared for by the countess. "sorry from my heart.
You are not
A fierce battle Is fought In the streets
very friendly to me, and that makes
between French and Prussian soldiers.
it harder for me to say what I have to
CHAPTER VI Buckhurst professes
and returns the crown Jewels to say."
"What do you mean?" she asked,
Scarlett He declares he will give himself
up to the authorities. Scarlett doubts his guardedly.
sincerity. Buckhurst urges the countess
"I mean that you cannot stay here,"
to go to Paradise.
I said. "And you know
why."
CHAPTER VII Buckhurst admits that
"Will you explain this insult?" she
he receives pay from the Prussians for
information which he does not give. He asked, hotly.
secures passports to the French lines for
"Yes. You are a German spy," J
Scarlett, the countess and himself.
said, under my breath. "French troops
CHAPTER Vni Scarlett reports to the will land here tonight or tomorrow,"
secret service In Paris and finds Mornac, I went on
calmly. "You will see how
shadow of the emperor, in charge. He
deposits the crown jewels and later, when dangerous your situation is certain
making a detailed report, finds that pebbles to become when Buckhurst is taken,
have been substituted for the real stones. and when
It is understood what use
Speed, a comrade in the service, warns
Scarlett that Mornac is dangerous. He you have made of the semaphore."
also Informs him that all the government
Site winced, then straightened and
treasure is being transported to the coast
for shipment out of the country. Scar- bent her steady gaze on me. Her courlett and Speed escape to Join a circus.
age was admirable.
"I thank you tor telling me." Bhe
CHAPTER IX The circus arrives at
Paradise where Scarlett secures a license
from the mayor.
said, simply. "Have I a chance tc
Franco-Prussia-

CHAPTER X An order is received by reach the Spanish frontier?"
"I think you have," I replied. "Kelly
the mayor calling the citizens to arms.
is going with you when "
Eyre
CHAPTER XI Jacqueline, daughter of
"T o ?
llnaa
ti r ha mimt nntl
the Lizard, offers to Join the circus to
give exhibitions in the character of a he know what I am? Did he offer fT
mermaid.
go? she asked, incredulous!;'
CHAPTER
makes friends
"Mademoiselle, he insists '
with the Lizard.
said:
Without turning her head
CHAPTER Xin Scarlett calls on the "Does he know that It may
ean his
countess at her home in Paradise. He
finds Sylvia Elven also there. He learns death?"
the countess has withdrawn from the so"He has suffered worse Ajr youi
cialists. They swear eternal friendship.
sake!'' I said, bitterly.
CHAPTER XIV-T- he
Lizard learns for
"What?" she flashed out, confronting
Scarlett, through one
that Mornac is head of a communistic conspiracy. me In an instant.
"You must know that," I said
CHAPTER XV Scarlett learns some-thi"three
years of hell prison utter
of Sylvia Elven through a fellow
ruin! Do you dare deny you have
performer named Kelly.
been ignorant of this?"
ers
CHAPTER
regarding the
For a space she stood there, struck
treasure trains are changed owing to the
discovery of a plot at Lprient.
speechless; then, "Call him!" she
CHAPTER XVII Orders are received cried. "Call him, I tell you! Bring
for the expulsion of the circus. Buckhurst him here I want him here here beappears in Paradise and secures recruits fore us both!"
for the red flag. Scarlett admits he is
In love with the countess.
Eyre, passing the long stone corriCHAPTER XVIII Scarlett Is injured by dor, looked up as I beckoned; and
the circus lions and taken to the home of
the countess.
T
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CHAPTER XIX Preparations for the
wrecking of the expected treasure train
are discovered by Scarlett.
discovers SylCHAPTER
via Elven sending a message to the Prusof
the plot to
sians. He sends warning
wreck the trnln and asks that a warship
once.
to
at
the port
be dispatched
.
Mornac
CHAPTER XXI
and their Reds mal-prisoners of Scarlett and the countess and plan their execution. Jacqueline swims out to the warship, brings assistance and the Reds are
put to flight. Mornac is killed by the
Lizard to avenge a private wrong. Scarlett returns to service with the French
troops.
CHAPTER XXII Peace is declared.
Scarlett finds the countess waiting for
him.
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CHAPTER XXI,
He Reloaded His Revolver.
Like Hep Ancestors.
I leaned in the embrasure of the when he entered the tearoom, Slyvia,
southern window, gazing at my light white as a ghost, met him face to face.
ed lanterns, which dangled from the
"Monsieur," ehe said, harshly, "why
halyards at Saint-YsseThe, soldier did you not come to that book storfc?"
Rolland had so far kept his word
was answer
He was eilent.
three red lamps glimmered through a enough a terrible answer.
driving mist; the white lanterns hung
"Monsieur Eyre, speak to me! Is it
above, faintly shining.
true? Did they did you not Vnow that
Full in the firelight of the room sat I made an error that I did go on Monthe young countess, lost in reverie, day at the same hour? They told me
hands clasping the gilt arms of her at the usine that you had gone away
chair. At her feet dozed Ange Pitou.
I thought you had forgotten that
"I am afraid a story I have to tell is
you did not care "
not going to be very cheerful," I said.
"Care!" he groaned, and bowed his
"and I am also afraid that I must ask head, crushing her hands over his
l.

Hi3-fac-

you to listen to It."
She met my eyes with composure,
leaned a little toward me, and waited.
And so, sitting there In the tinted
.glare, I told her of the death of
and of Tavernier, and of Buck- 'hnrqt's share in the miserable work.
"Madame, I am paining you," I said;
"bat I am going to cause you even
greater unhappiness."
"Tell ne what Is necessary," ehe
said, forming the words with tightened

face.
Then she broke down, breathless
with terror and grief.
"I was not a spy then truly I was
not, Kelly. There was no harm in me
I only only asked for the sketches
because because 1 cared for you. I
have them now; no soul save myself
has ever seen them."
She raised her head and fumbled in
her corsage with shaking fingers, and
drew from her bosom a packet of palips.
pers.
"Then I must tell you that it is nec"Here are the sketches," she sobbed;
essary for Mademoiselle Elven to leave "they have cost you dear! Now leave
Trecaurt tonight."
me hate me! Let them come and
"Why?"
take me I do not want to live any
"It is better that I do not tell you, more. Oh, what punishment on earth!"
inadame."
Her suffering was unendurable to
the man who had suffered through
,
'fcll nie. It isjpxright to know."
Del-jno-

(

UBrYEe turned on me, qulverlngTij
every limb.
"We must start," he said,
hoarsely.
"Give me your revolver."
I drew It from my
nd
hly poc.-- i
passed it to him.
"Scarlett," he began, "If
reacn "
A quick rapping at the door silenced
him; the young countess stood In the
hallway, bright-eyed- ,
but composed.
asKing for me.
"The red and white lights are gone,"
she said. "There are four green lights
on the tower and four blue lights on

1)y one "from the cjTTnfierrcTmirhg'on
fce stone floor.

the halyards."
I turned to Eyre. "This Is interest
lng," I said, grimly. "I set signals for
to land In force.
ine
Somebody has changed them. You had
better get ready to go."
Sylvia had shrunk away from Eyre.
The countess looked at her blankly,
then at me. '
.
I said, "there is little
"Madame,
enough of happiness In the world no
little that when It comes it should be
welcomed, even by those who may not
snare in it,"
And I bent nearer and whispered the
truth.
"Sylvia!" murmured the young
countess, incredulously. "A spy! And
she brings this this shame on me!"
Sylvia turned, standing unsteadily.
For a long time they looked at each
other In silence, their eyes wet with
tears. Then Eyre lifted Sylvia's hand
and kissed it, and led her away, closing the door behind.
The countess still stood In the center of the room, transfixed, rigid, staring through her tears at the closed
door. With a deep drawn breath she
straightened her Bhoulffers; her head
drooped; she covered her face with
clasped hands.
"What have I done?" she cried,
brokenly "what have I done that this
shame should come upon me?"
"You have done nothing," I said,
"neither for good nor evil in this
crisis.
But Sylvia has; Sylvia the
spy. That a man should give up his
life for a friend Is good; that a woman
offers hers for her country is better.
She has done her duty; the sacrifice
is still burning; I pray it may spare
her and spare him."
The countess looked at me scornfully. "I think that we are not fitted to
understand each other."
"It remains,'' I said, "for me to thank
you for your kindness to us all, and for
your generosity to me in my time of
need.
It Is quite useless for
me to dream of repaying it. . .
shall never forget It.
I ai;k
leave to make my adleux, madame"
She flushed to her temples, but did
not answer.
As I stood looking at her, a vivid
flare of light flashed through the window behind me, crimsoning the walls,
playing over the ceiling with an infernal radiance. At the same instant
the gate outside crashed open, a hubbub of voices swelled into a roar; then
the outer doors were flung back and a
score of men sprang Into the hallway,
dancsoldiers with the red torch-ligh- t
ing on rifle barrels and bayonets.
And before them, revolver swingijg
in his slender hand, strode Buckhurst,
a red sash tied across his breast, his
colork'SB eyes like diamonds.
Speed and Jacqueline came hurrying
through the hall to where I stood;
Euckhurst's smile was awful as his
eyes flashed from Speed to me.
Behind him, close to his shoulder,
fell on Mornac's smooth,
the torch-ligh- t
false face stretched now Into a ferocious grimace; behind him crowded
the soldiers of the commune, rifles
slung, craning their unshaven faces
to catch a glimpse of us.
"Buckhurst," I said, "what the devil
do you mean by this foolery?" and I
started for him, shouldering my way
among his grotesque escort.
For an instant I looked into his deadly eyes; then he silently motioned me
back; a dozen bayonets were leveled,
forcing me to retire, inch by inch.
The Countess do Vaffrsrt w?.s already in the hall, facing Buckhurst
with perfect composure.
He turned and addressed us, suavely, bowing with a horrid, mock deference to the countess:
"In the name of the commune!
The
Countess de Vassart is accused of sheltering the individual Scarlett, late inspector of Imperial polipe;
of
the individual Speed,
the individual
imperial gendarmes';
Eyre, ur.der general suspicion; the
woman called Sylvia Elven, a German
spy. As war delegate of the commune, 1 am here to accuse!
"I accuse the woman Sylvia Elven
of communication
with Prussian
agents; of attempted corruption of
soldiers under my command. I accuse
the citoyenne Eline Treqourt, lately known as the Countess de Vassart,
of aiding, encouraging and abetting
these enemies of France!"
He waited until the short, fierce yell
of approval had died away. Then:
"Call the soldier Rolland!" he eald.
My heart began to hammer in my
throat. "I believe it's going hard with
us," I muttered to Speed.
"Listen," he motioned.
I listened to the wretched creature
Rolland while h told what had happened at the semaphore.
"You say he bribed ,you?" asked
Buckhurst, gently.
"Yes; I've said it twenty times,
x
haven't I?"
"And you took the' bribes?"
The wretch laughed outright.
"And you believe that you deserve
well of the commune?" smiled Buckhurst.
The soldier grtnned and opened hie
mouth to answer, and Buckhurst shot
him through the face; and, as he fell,
shot him again, standing wreathed in
the smoke of his own weapons.
"I think," said Buckhurst, in a pleasantly persuasive voice, "that there will
be no mere bribery In this battalion."
He deliberately opened the smoking
weapon;, the epent .shells droppedone
v
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no more bribery," he mused,
touching the dead man with the care-ful'v .lolished, toe of his ahoe. "Be
cause," lie added, reloading his re
volver, "1 dp not like it."
He turned quietly to Mornac and
thg corpse to be buried, and Mor
d

nac, plainly unnerved at the murder
ous act of his superior, repeated the
order, cursing his men to cover the
quaver In his voice.
"As for you," observed Buckhurst,
glancing up at ue where we stood
speechless together, "you will be
judged and sentenced when this drum'
head court decides. Go into that
room!"
The countess did not move.
Speed touched her arm; she looked
up quietly, smiled, and stepped across
the threshold. Speed followed; Jacqueline slipped In beside him, and then
I turned on Buckhurst, who had juet
ordered his soldiers to surround the
house outside.
He motioned toward the door with
leveled weapon. I turned and entered
the tearoom, and he locked the door
from the outside. '
The countess, seated on the sofa,
looked up as I appeared. She was terribly pale, but she smiled as my heavy
eyes met hers.
"Is it to be farce or tragedy, monsieur?" she asked, without a tremor in
her clear voice.
I could not have uttered a word to
save my life. Speed, pacing the room,
turned to read my face; and I think he
read it, for he stopped short in his
tracks.
"Do they mean to shoot us?" he
asked, bluntly.
"Messieurs' said the countess, with
a faint smile, "your whispers are no
compliment to my race.- Pray honor
me by plain speaking. Are we to die?"
We stood absolutely speechless before her.
"Ah, MoiiBieur Scarlett," she said,
gravely, "do you also fail me . .
at the end? . . . You, too even
you? . . . Must I tell you that we
of Trecourt fear nothing in this
world?"
"Are we to die?" she asked.
"Yes, madame."
"Thank you," she said, softly. "Why
do you look at me so sadly, Monsieur
Scarlett? Truly, you .must know that
my life has been long enough to prove
its uselessnees. I had rather die with
you than live without the friendship
whch I believe which I know is
mine. You see I have nothing to regret in a death that brings me to you
Do you regret life?"
again.
"Not now," I said.
"You are kind to say so. I believe-y- es,
I know that you truly care for me,
. . . Do you?"
"Yes."
"Then It will not be hard. . . .
Perhaps not even very painful."
The key turning In the door startled
us. Buckhurst entered, and through
the hallway I saw his dishevelled soldiers running, flinging open doors,
tearing, trampling, pillaging, wrecking
everything in their path.
"Your business will be attended to
In the garden at dawn," he observed,
blinking about the room, for the bright
lamp light dazzled him.
The countess did not even glance up
as the sentence was pronounced; she
looked at me and laid her left hand on
mine, smiling, as though waiting for
the moment to resume an interrupted
conversation.
He went away, slamming and locking the door; and I heard Mornac complaining that the signals had gone out
on the semaphore and that there was
more threachery abroad.
"Get me a horse!" said Buckhurst.
"There are plenty of them in the
stables. Mornac, you s'.ay here; I'll
ride over to the semaphore."
"Where are you going?" demanded
Mornac's angry voice. "Do you expect
me to stay her while you start for
Paris?"
-
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hurst, menacingly. "Silence, you fool.
Do you obey orders or not?"
Their oices receded. Speed
.to the door to listen, then run bacli to
the window. '
"Scarlett," he whispered, "there are.
the lights of a ve.;sel at nnchor o,.'
C.oix."
I was beside him in aa instant. "If;;
the cruiser," I said. "Oh, Speed, for a
chance to signal!"
Jacqueliire, standing beside Speed,
said quietly: "I could swim it. Wait,
liaise' the window a little."
She cautiously unlocked the wir.dpw
and peered out into the dark garden.
"The cliff falls sheer from the well
yonder," she whispered. "I shall try
to' drop. I learned much in the circus,
I am not afraid, Speed. I shall dror
into the sea."
"To your death," 1 said.
"Possibly, m'sieu, It is a good death,
however. I am not afraid."
"Close the window," muttered Speed.
"They'd shoot her from the wall,
,

auy-way.-

Again the child gravely asked
to try.
said Speed, harshly, and
"No,"
turned away. But in that instant Jac
r.iio window
and
queline flung oi;-vaulted into the garden. Before 1
could realize what Iiad happened she
.
wp.s a glimmering spot in the
Tl.cn Sr:xCi a.iu I followed iscr,
running swiftly toward the foot of the
garden, but we were too late; a slim,
white shape rose from the top of t'le
wall and leaped blindly out through
the ruddy torch glare into the blackness beyond.
,
I looked at Speed. He stood
staring at vacancy.
"Could ehe do it?" I asked, horrified.
"God knows," he whispered.
Then we crept back to the window,
where we entered la time to avoid discovery by a wretch who had succeed-iein mounting the wall, torch in hand,
"Where is Jacqueline?" anked the
n

dark-m::z-

wida-eyed-
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SEVEN

Mue skirt on "Epee67s knees. Tlave "base "to Top. "Hie liiallnesTlfea' sTeIt3-iltney harmed that child?"
from the windows above us.
I told her.
They want the Red Terror!" laughed
A beautiful light grew in her
eyes the sailors. "They shall have It!"
as she listened. "Did I not warn you
Blackf-nedscorched, almost suffothat we Bretons know how to die?" cated, I staggered back to the tearoom,
she said.
where the .countess stood clasping JacThere were nolees outside our door, queline, huddled in a blanket, and
loud voices, hammering, the sound ol smoothing the child's wet curls away
furniture being dragged over stone from a face as white as death.
iloors, and I scarcely noticed it when
Together we carried her back
our door was opened again.
through the smoking hallway, up the.
Then somebody
called out our stairs to my bedroom, and laid her In
names; a file of
soldiers the bed.
The child opened her eyes as we
grounded arms In the passage way
with a bang that brought us to our drew the blankets.
feet, as Mornac, flushed with wine, en"Where is Speed?" she asked, dreamtered unsteadily, drawn eword in hand ily.
A moment later he came in, and she
"I'm damned if I stay here any longer," he broke out, angrily. "I'll see turned her head languidly and smiled.
w hether
my rascals can't shoot strait;!:
"Jacqueline! Jacqueline!" he whis"
pered, bending close above her.
iy
"Do you love me, Speed ?"
The shuffling tread of the insurgen:
"Ah, Jacqueline," he stammered,
Infantry echoed across the gravel com
ard; torches behind the walls won "more than you can understand."
i xtinguished; blackness
enveloped th
eliffe.
Late that night the light cavalry
"Well," broke out Speed, hoarsely. from Lorient rode into Paradise. At
"Good-by- ,
Scarlett."
He held out his hand.
"Good-by,- "
I said, stunned.
Then he went to the countess ant
offered his hand.
"I am so sorry f8r you," she said
with a pallid smile. "You have mucl
!o live for.
But you must not fee
irjiicly, monsieur; you will be with in
shall be close to you."
She turned to me, and her hands fel.
o her side.
"Are you contented?" she asked.
"Yes," I answered.
"I, too," she said, sweetly, and
her hands. I held them very
lightly. "You say," I whispered, "thai
it is not love. But you do not speak
i'or me. I love you."
A bright blush spread over brow anc
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Snd len minutes ufer we "stood sw:ty?
ing in a cattle car, huddled close to

our horses to keep warm, while iho
locomotive tore eaetward, whistling
frantically, and an ocean of biacM
smoke poured past, swarming witijj
r
eparKS.
At Quimperle some gendarmes aided
us to disembark our horses,.An(l a subi
officer respectfully offered us hospii

tality at the barracks across tif
square; Dut we were in our saddled
the moment our horses' hoofs BtrucW
the pavement, galloping for Paradisefj
with a sweet, keen wind blowing, hint
I
ine already of the Bea.
As we dismounted in the court yard
the sun flashed out from the fringes o
a huge, snowy cloud.
'j
"There is Jacqueline!" cried Speed,
tossing his bridle to me in his excite!
ment, and left me planted there until;
a servant came from the stable.
Then I followed, every nerve quiverii
lng, almost dreading to set foot witlv
in, lest happiness awake me and i!
find myself in the freezing barracks1
once more, my brief dream ended.
jj
After a while a glimmer of common '
sense returned to me. I quared myj
shoulders and breathed deeply, thea
rose and walked to" the window.
"j
A step at the door, and 1 wheeled,"
trembling.
The Countess de Vassart stood
iaj
the doorway, a smile trembling on her,.
honed'
In her gray eyes I read
Hps.
and I took her hands in mine. Sh
stood silent with bent head, exquisite
in her silent shyness: and I told heri
I loved her, and that I asked for
herj
love; that I had found employment in
Egypt, and that it was sufficient to justify my asking her to wed me.
"As for my name," I said, "you knowj
that is not the name I bear; yet, know-in- g
that, you have given me your love
You read my dossier in
Paris; yom
h 1 know why I am alone, without
kin,
without a family, without a hnm Vt
you believe that I am not tainted with)
dishonor. And I am not. Listen, thisij
Him
Stabbing
Through and Through. is what happened; this is why I gavei
this is my!
dawn the colonel, established In the up all; and
j
mayory, from whence its foolish occu- name;
And I bent my head and whispered!
pant had fled, sent for Speed and me, the
and when we reported he drew from to truth for the first time in my lifa
1
any living creature.'
his heavy dolman our commissions, reI had ended I stood still, waifc
When
ue
to
rank
and
in
the registoring
pay
j
ment de marche which he commanded. ing, head still bowed beside hers.
She laid her hand on my hot fac
At sunrise I had bade good-bto the
sweetest woman on earth; at noon we and slowly drew It close beside hers.
"What shall I Dromisa von?" KhJ
were miles to the westward, riding
whispered.
like demons on ' Buckhursfs
heavy
;'
"Yourself, Eline."
trail.
"Take me. . . . Is that all?" '
I am not sure that we ever saw him
"Your love."
again, though once, weeks later, Speed
She turned In my arms and clasped
and I and a dozen hussars gave chase
to a mounted man near St. Brieuc, her hands behind my head, pressing
and that man might have been Bueto her month to mine.
!
(THE END.)
huret. He led us a magnificent chase
straight to the coast, where we rode DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
plump into a covey of Prussian huslocal applications, as they
sars, who were standing on their sad- by
of the
reach
the diseased portio-nat
the telegraph ear. There
dles, hacking away
Is only one way to cure
wires with their heavy, curved sabers. deafness, and that is
constitutional
That was our first and last sight of remedies. Deafness by
is caused by an
the enemy in either Prussian or com- inflamed condition of the mucous lin- - ,
munistic guise, though in the long, ter- ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
rible days and nights of that winter this tube is inflamed you have a rumof '71, when three French armies froze, bling sound or imperfect hearing, and ,
and the white death, not the Prus- when it is entirely elosed, deafness
sians, ended all for France, rumors of is the result, and unless, the inflam
insurrection came to us from the starv- mation can be taken out nd this tube
ing capital, and we heard of the red restored to its normal condition.
and hearing will be destroyed forever;
flag flying on the
the rising of the carbineers under nine cases out of ten are caused by
which is nothing but an inFlourens; and some spoke of the lead- catarrh,
flamed condition of the m;ico' sur
er of the insurrection and called him faces.
John Buckhurst.
we wiii give one uundrpii uonars
Then, for three blank, bitter months, for any case
of deafness (cansfit by
freezing and starving, the First regi- catarrh) thtU cannot
by
ment de marche of Lorient Hussars Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for
stood guard at Brest over the dia- ars free.
monds of the crown of France.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo O'no.
Sold by Druggists,' 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for cCHAPTER XXII.
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So it was love after all," she
aid, under her breath. "God Ue witl
;:s today I love you."
"March!" cried Mornac, as twe
luiera tock station beside me.
Speed passed out first; I followed;
the countess came behind me.
"Courage," I stammered, looking
buck at her as we stumbled out Into
:.:e torch-li- t
garden.
She 'smiled adorably. Her forefa-il'erhad mounted the guillotine smiling.
:

:

A

soldier dressed like a Turco lifted

a torch and set it In the flower bed under the wall, illuminating the spot
where we were to stand. As this soldier turned to come back I say hie
face.
"Salah
cried, hoarsely. "Do Marabouts do this butcher's

work?"
The Turco stared at me ae thougl
stunned.
d
"Salah
is a disgraced
soldier!" I said, in a ringing voice.
"It's a lie!" he shouted, in Arabic
"It's a lie, O my inspector! Speak!
Have these men tricked me? Are you
not Prussians?"
"Silence! Silence!" bawled Mor
nac. "Turco, fall in! Fall in, I say!
What! You menace me?" he snarled,
cocking his revolver.
Then a man darted out of the red
shadows of the torch-ligh- t
and fell upon Mornac with a knife, and dragged
him down and rolled on him, stabbing
him through and through, while the
mutilated
wretch
screamed and
screamed until his soul struggled out
darkness and
through the flame-sho- t
fled to its last dreadful abode.
The Lizard rose, shaking his fagot
knife; they fell upon him, clubbing
and stabbing with stock and bayonet,
but he swung hie smeared and sticky
blade, clearing a circle around him.
And I think he could have cut his way
shot him in the
free had not Tric-Tra- c
back of the head.
Then a frightful tumult broke loose.
Three of the torches were knocked to
the ground and trampled out as the
insurgonts, doubly drunken with wine
and the taste of blood, seized me and
tried f force me against the wall;
but the Turco, with his shrill, wolft
like battle yelp, attacked them,
in hand. Speed, too,, had
wrested a rifle from a
ruffian, and now stood at bay before
the countess; I saw him wielding his
heavy weapon like a flail; then in the
shot at me, sc
darkness Tric-Traclose that the powder flame scorched
my leg. He dropped his rifle to spring
for my throat, knocking me flat, and,
crouching on me, strove to strangle
me; and I heard him whining with
eagerness while I twisted and writhed
to free my windpipe from his thin
fingers.
At last I tore him from my body
and struggled to my feet. He, too, was
on his legs with a bound, running,
doubling, dodging; and at his heels I
saw a dozen sailors, broadaxes glittering, chasing him from tree to
shrub.
"Speed!" I shouted "the sailors
from the
I had picked up a rifle with a broken bayonet; the countess, clasping
my left arm; etood swaying in the
ride smoke, eyes closed; and, when
a horrid screeching arose from the
depths of the garden where they were
she fell to shuddestroying Tric-Tradering, hiding her face on my shoulBen-Ahme-

saber-bayone-

d

c

der.
Suddenly

Speed appeared, carrying
drenched little figure, partly wrapped
in a sailor's
slim limbs
drooping, blue with cold.
"Put out that fire in there," he
said, hoarsely; "we must get her into
bed. Hurry, for God's sake, Scarlett!
There's nobody In the. house!" .
"Jacqueline! Jacqueline! brave lit
tle Bretonne," murmured the countess, bending forward and gathering
the unconscious child 'Into her strong,
young arms.
A fresh company of sailors passed
on the double, rifles trailing, their officer shouting encouragement. And
as we came in view of the semaphore,
I saw the signal tower on. fire Jrom
r,

pea-jacke-
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been signed at "Versailles.
The same mail brought to me an astonishing offer from Cairo, to assist
in the reorganization and accept a
commission in the Egyptian military
police. Speed and I, shivering in our
ragged uniforms by the barrack stove,
discussed the matter over a loaf of
bread and a few sardines, until we fell
asleep in our greasy chairs.
When I awoke In the black morning
hours I knew that I should go. All the
roaming instinct in me was roused. I,
a nomad, had stayed too long in one
stale place; I must be moving on.
Leave of absence, and permission to
travel pending acceptance of my resignation, I asked for and obtained before
the stable trumpets awoke my comrade .from hie heavy slumber by the
barrack stove.
Speed awoke with the trumpets, and
stared at me where I knelt before the
stove in my civilian clothes, strapping

up my little packet.
"Oh," ho said, briefly, "X "mew you
were going."
"So did I," I replied. "Will you r'd'
to Trecourt with me? I have two
weeks' permission for you."
We bolted our breakfast of soup ami
black bread, and bawled for our horses,
almost crazed with impr.tience, now
that the moment had come at last.
Far ahead we caught sight of the
emoke of a locomotive.
"Landerneau!" gasped Speed. "Ride
hard, Scarlett!"
The station master saw us and halted the moving train at a frantic signal
from Kneed, whose uniform was to be
elioneJ wiih by rll station lflasters,

!

Adv.

pation.

The Secret.
The news of the collapse of the
army of the East found our wretchedhussars
ly clothed and
still patroling the environs of Brest
from Beiair to the Pont Tournant, and
from the banks of the Elorn clear
around the ramparts to Lannion bay.
For three months our troopers scarcely left their saddles, except to be ta- 1
ken to the hospital in Recouvrance.
Suddenly the nightmare ended with I
a telegram. Paris had surrendered.
On the first day of March, by papers
from London, we learned that the war
was at an end, and that the preliminary treaty of Sunday, the 26th, had

rn-i-,-
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Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

Pr Basket

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
E. D. Haynolds, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Our

interest Paid on

Time Deposits

Through mistake the name of Miss
Leona Greenclay was Dot mentioned in
the O'Malley sextette last night
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Lbby, of course.
AdT.
Ted Hayward this morning entered
the employ of the Palace Clothing
company, relieving the proprietor,
who is indisposed for a few days on
account of illness.
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Las Vegas Light

and Power Go.
E. Las Vegas, - New Mex.
AT THE HOME OF

THE

DEST

OF

EVERYTHING

EATABLE

Bakery Goods Fresh Every Day
Brvad, CcJkes, Pies, Rolls, Doughnuts,
Cookies

-

OUR KAKERY GOODS ARE THE BEST IN THE CITY

OFFICERS

AND ONLY
J

We Have

Placed On Sale
100 Men's Suits at

degrees of the order during the early
winter.
This Sale Will Be a
Several Local members of the order
expect to go to Albuquerque Saturday
RECORD BREAKER
to attend the' Columbus day celebra
tion which will occur on the following day. The Albuquerque council
H
wilj Initiate a large class of candi T
'SJg
M. -dates. On Sunday, October 19, a new
Clothing Store -council of thg order will be Instituted
"
Correct Garments for Men
T
at Santa Fe. Over 50 candidates will
receive the first three degrees. A
large number of Las Vegas1 Knights
expect to attend the ceremonies. EXCITEMENT CAUSED

f
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Folds Flea
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Pan-cak- e

Convenient to take on the Street Cars, on
the Train and to put under your bu&jy seat

Hemember we are headquarters for
kinds of children's Vehicles

J. C. JOHNSEN

a.11

AND SON

623 - 625 Douglas Ave.
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BY

SULKY

COLLAPSIBLE

ON THE MARKET

VIA GOU

Prompt Dallverlea Mt Minimum Exuenao
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power
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SLIT SKIRT

LAS VEGAS IS SHOCKED
BUT NOT
SO GREATLY AS MIGHT HAVE
BEEN EXPECTED
How far should women be allowed
to go in the way of cutting slits in

their skirts?

was a subject discussed

all over the city last night as a result
of the appeaarnce of a woman on the

streets yesterday afternoon with a
slit in her skirt that was easily 12
inches in length. It was beautiful to
behold, perhaps, but nevertheless it
started some heated discussions at
various dinner tables last night.
The skirt referred to was of a black
color and was worn by a charming
woman. Instead of the required petticoat, so far as a careful observer
could see, Ahere was nothing. As the
woman stepped along in her light and
entrancing way the slit caused many
a man and woman to turn and get a
second glance.
The woman's entire
outfit appeared to be suit, hat and low
shoes, with the exception, of course, of
a pair of pretty silk
hose, which, dur
ing the course of her travels over the
city, were well displayed.
As to whether this is the correct
dress for women no decision has yet
been reached and doubtless the subject will be a brain teaser for some
The men all approve of the
time.
costume when worn by some .other
man's wife.

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFELD COMPMSY, Agents

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
V
7

in three seelions, the first arriving years ago entered the
employ of the
here at 1:20 o'clock, the second at slate hospital as a foreman.
He Is
1:45 o'clock and the last being due well known and
popular in Las Vegas.
at G:35 o'clock this evening. Train
No. 9 also was run in two sections
, ONAVA
Y. M. C. A. DAILY PROGRAM
and arrived here on time.
Onava, N. M., Oct. 6 On the Santa
Fe railroad in the center of one of
Harry Hoskins U conferring his the most beautiful meadows of our
Friday
Messing upon the canyon road near fair state, about 11 miles from Las
Business men's class 5:15 o'clock.
the Shoema'Mr ranch, where he lost Vegas and 100 miles from
is
Raton,
Senior class tonight at' 8 o'clock.
a wheel off his automobile yesterday. the
busy little hamlet which acknowlThe board of directors' meeting has
Mr. Hoskins' had with him Mrs. C. TJ. edges
receipt of the above name.
been postponed until Monday night.
Mora
of
reand a lady who
Strong
There are about one hundred insides in Santa Fe. The mud was so habitants who own ranches and farm
deep at the spot where Mr. Hoskins the land, most of which is irrigable.
WANTED Clean cotton rags
at
had his misfortune, that he had diffi- Wheat and oats are being threshed Optic office.
culty in extricating the missing disc and the yield its said4q exceed that
of any previous year since irrigation
LECTURE MUCH ENJOYED
has been made possible to the farmer.
A representative audience was pres- There are between ,40 and 50 families
ent last Saturday evening at the pub- who have purchased ranches from
CALDRE
lic library to listen to a most inter- the Ten Lakes Land company through
U
esting and instructive address by Dr. S. B. Rohrer. and will be residents of
Frank H. II. Roberts of the Las Vegas our city.
f
Normal school, on the subject, "The
Many of our citizens attended the
$
of Art." Dr. Roberts' fair at Las,, Vegas and ; give some
Psychology
BOUCHER'S STORE'
splendid presentation or his subject glowing reports as to the elegant exmay be ascribed to his marketability hibits of farm product's from San
as a public speaker and more partic- Miguel' county.
8
A. E. Beck was a business visitor
ularly to h.ls wide experience in travel,
visiting the art centers of the old In Las Vegas Friday and returned
world. The ladies of the Sorosis Lit- Saturday.
W. R. Whltehorn and daughter Lela
erary club, under whose auspices the
Jonathans
Fancy
lecture was delivered, are deserving went to the city Saturday to do some
of special commendation for their ef- trading.
Macintoshes
Eating or
fort in bringing such an eloquent
Mrs. Condor attended the fair and
' as Dr.
Roberts, to Raton.
speaker
&Pewaukecs
reported a good time.
Cooking
r
.
Raton Range.
The entire community feels the
great loss of one of our pioneer citiMuch of the cork used throughout zens, H. W. Griffith, who answered 1
WE HAVE A TON
the world comes from Portugal, which the final call last Saturday.
harvests about 50,000 tons a year.
R. P. J. Gemrlcher Is away on a
OF THEM
BUT
visit to Kansas City and his old home
THEY ARE GOING
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
in Iowa.
, .,
Onava boasls of her ' productive
FAST.
t a
FOR RENT Steam heated rooms tor farm lands and one of the finest and
light housekeeping at 628 Grand most modern schools in the state.
avenue.
Come to Onava and you will be satSee Mrs. Craven at
store.
isfied to stay, as we are In the land
of sunshine and plenty.
FOR RENT Cheap, nicely furnished
house, close in; no health seekers.
DESTROYED
A, TOWN
Phone Main 407.
Out. 9. Reports
Nome, Alaska.
K
reoelved today sv f oiomon, a mining
WANTED
To rent
a piano. Phone camp 40 miles east of here, was des'
Main 425.,-troyed, by th storm which damaged
tl.is city two days ago.
FOR SALE Good work horse. Inr
71
quire J. A, Cobb, Boulevard.
Siil;K' ribfl for Thn Gone
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The NOTABLE COMPANY includes
ROBERT OBER
ADELAIDE HASTINGS
AlAkY CAM.ISLK
MAURICE B ARRET
CLARKE SILVERN AIL

See (he Window

n

DOUG LAS WOOD
T. E. B. HENRY

N EN A .BLAKE
C. BROWNELL

JOHN

LSTFLLE WYNNE WALTER FREDERICKS
CLYDE NORTH
JOHN C. FENTON
GRAYDON FOX
CLARENCE ROCKFELLER
ALBERT MATT1SON and others
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REED IS BRIDE

home.
Mrs. Marshall is well
known in
Yesterday morning nn overcoat Las Vegas, having been born and
and a new pair of walking gloves were reared here, She is a
capable busi
stolen from the office of J. C. Johnsen ness woman and has held several
po
& Sons' undertaking establishment. sitions
with local firms, the latest
They were the property of J. C. John-sen- . being with Bacharach Brothers. She
The robbery was not discovered is of a
charming disposition, and is
until last night.
,
the daughter of Mr ana Mrs. William
Reed.
The traffic bound to the Pacific
Mr. Marshall has resided here tor
coast today was the heaviest seen the past six years. He was
employed
since the opening of the cheap rates by the Las Vegas
Light and Power
to California. Train No. 1 was run
company for" four
years, and two

Bach-arach-

Give Them a Trial and Be Convinced

PRICES

i

A splendid selection of black calf
YOUNG COUPLE ARE MARRIED
and gun metal, button or lace shoss
THIS
AFTERNOON
BY
for women, medium
heel. Queen
FATHER RABEYROLLE
Price $2.75 to $3.50 the pair
Quality.
at Hedgcock's. Adv.
This afternoon at 1 o'clock at the
home of Rev. Father Rabeyrolle Miss
An oi'der was issued yesterday by Martha
Reed and Alb'eri. J. Marshall
the district court granting authority were united in wedlock
in the pres
for the sale of 2,700 acres of pasture ence of a few friends. Mrs. A.
land on the Ortega grant to James R. attended the bride while Mr. Wright
Harry
The order will be executed Roebuck was beet man.
Gillispie.
at once, it is stated.
The wedding came as a surprise to
the many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Mar
The store o.f Ike Davis will be
shall.
The young people confided
for the observance of Yom Kippur their
plans
only to a few friends,
from G p. to,. Friday until the same pledged to
secrecy. They left this
hour Saturday, when, for the accom- afternoon far
Albuquerque where they
modation of its patrons, it will be will remain fop. several
days and later
open for business until 9 o'clock.
return to this city, which will be their
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S$I2.95

See our window. We offer these
suits for $12.95. Taichert's. Correct
Garments for men. Adv.

3

Capital,

(

to be Improving.

Store
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ELECT
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Bourbon PLANS FOR SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
Adv.
OF THE WINTER ALSO
WILL BE MADE
This will be a lucky Friday for you
For Tomorrow and
if you get a $12.95 suit at Taichert's.
Officers for the coming year will
Adv.
be ejected tonight by. Las Vegas counSaturday Night Only
cil No. 804, Knights of Columbus. All
Edward Hansen has entered the members are expected to be present,
These suits are the LATEST
employ of the Agua Pura company ai as, in addition ;to the election, plans T FALL MODFIH nnH anil rpdnlnrlv
a clerk.
for $13, $16.50, $18 and $20.
will be made for the social activities
of the council during the coming, 12
Come in tomorrow and select your-suiR. G. McAllister, who has been 111 months. The Knights are considering
as we will be closed until 5:30
for the past several days, Is reported the exemplification of the first three
p. m. Saturday.

FANCY TOKAY
GR.APES
s.

C:19

iinitrir niuum I

TO I

Try a dram of Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar.

Macintosh

4

at

Baseball scores received every
ernoon at the Lobby. Adv.

Jonathans

Special Jffiffj)0

COLUMBIANS

fl0CAL'TLWS;

9, 1913.

The King and Queen of Knuland snw It. twice during Its elsht months' run at the
New Theatre, and pronounced it the finest love story tsiey huve yet seen on the

PRICES

.

73c, $1.00 ana $t.SO

Scats on Sale at Murphey's Oct.
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